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BLACK
By Louis Joseph Vance

l^opyrigKt,

1908, by

My Lady Romance has many

attendants. 'Mainly they are clad
in hauberk and helm, or they
carry rapiers at their sides and
swear strange oaths.
But some-

know that it is receiving the thought
aid and sympathy of the grandest people
times we encounter in the pages
within our borders. As is well known it
is situated on Greenwood Mountain, in
a novel a genuine
of
knight in
the town of Hebron, in the foothills of
modern broadcloth or in tweed,
ihe White Mountains. Its location is
who speaks the language of our
ideal, for the purpose for which it has
beeu selected, as the storms which come
own day and
may be met on
uowu from tbe Great Lakes and tbe St.
Broadway or State street. Such
Lawrence basin pass to tbe north of the
mountain and tbe storms coming up the
is Philip
Kirkwood, artist
Atlantic coast pass to the south, thus
oainter, whose adventures in pur·
effects
from
the
sparing this institution
suit, of the mysterious black
of both.
At the head of this institution, and its
bag and whose heroic deeds in
principal promoter is Dr. Estes Nichols,
the service of his beautiful lady-,
a thoroughly trained physician and a
love are worth the staying up
specialist in tuberculosis. He has had a
wonderful experience, having cured himlate o' nights to read.
To de·
self of this dread plague. But the purto the idiom of the day,
scend
pose of this story is to tell something
"The Black Bag" is "the real
about the farming operations that Dr.
N«cbo!s early realized would piny an imin the storyline, thrilling,
thing"
portant part in the work to be proeecutmysterious but not too mysIn bis judgment fresh vegetables
en.
and most interesting.
and dairy products are invaluable in the
terious
successful treatment of tuberculosis, so I
he
had
location
the
for
he
when
planned
CHAPTER I.
in mind a good farm, and he found this
η
certain dreary April
in the old Hudolphus Greenwood place,
which was one of the first to be settled
afternoon in the year of grace
in Hebron. Other farms have been add- acre.".
1900
the
apprehensions of
The barn at the Sanatorium ie a fine,
ed until now the Sanatorium comprises
Philip Ivlrkwood, Esq., paintup-to-date structure. The er, were enlivened by the discovery
nearly if not quite .'>00 acres. With a modern,
good farm secured, the next thing was a main part is 90 χ 50 feet, with an annex that he was
ocupylng that singularly
65 χ 40 feet.
An automatic water syscapable superintendent, and this
found in the person of Mr. H. C. Black, tem has been installed which supplies distressing social position which may
In a phrase
who is now serving bis third year.
every animal from an individual bucket. be summed up succinctly
has simply wrought marvels with the No cattle are permitted in the main through long usage grown proverbial,
abandoned tields, and turned them into I bam, stall for the cows are all in the "alone in London." Inevitably an exfertile acres. He has taken pasture land annex, while the main barn is reserved tremist because of his youth (he bad
that was literally paved with rocks, and for crops alone. Under the barn is a Just turiud twenty-five), he took no
its entire length, count of
left it a smooth grass tield without a basement running
mitigating matters and would
one portion of it being reserved for a
He has taken an
stone in sight.
hotly have resented the suggestion
different herd of cows and turned them I root cellar.
that his case was anything but altoClose by the big barn is an up-to-date
into a rich productive herd, each one a
and forlorn.
creamery, operated by electric power gether deplorable
good business proposition. After
That he was not actually at the end
ating at the L niversity of Maiue where and equipped with modern machinery
he served for some time in the dairy de- I throughout. Next to tbq creamery Mr. of his resources went for nothing. He
Black hopes to have another year a held the distinction a quibble, mockpartaient, be took charge of Prof.
son's orchard farm in Minot until
large hot bouse where he can get his ingly Immaterial, like the store of
ing to the Sanatorium. Mr. Black is a vegetables started much earlier than be guineas In his pocket, too insignificant
very successful grower of potatoes, and is able to do where he is dependent on for mention when contrasted with his
has already harvested three acres of out door planting or even with cold
needs. And his base of supplies, the
Karly Harvests, getting about 250 bush frames.
American city of his nativity, whence,
els to the acre, which found a ready I Thus we have told in a rambling way
market at a good price. He has five something of the work that Mr. Black and not without a glow of pride in I.is
It will 6eoret heart, he was wont to register
acres in Green Mountains that were has been able to accomplish.
plllted tbe lant of May, just IK) days ago, I take two if not three years longer to at foreign hostelrles, had been arbiaud they are all ready for digging. Ile complete the routine of crops that be trarily cut off from him by one of
Mr. Black is an ideal those accidents sardoni?ally classified
uses a ton of phosphate to the acre, and has undertaken.
If he errs in any
no barn dressing, and gets a good crop I farm superintendent.
by insurance and express corporations
of good sized potatoes, practically no I direction it is that in his zeal to have as acts of (iod.
small ones. He is looking for
things go and go rightly be does too
Now. to one who has lived all his
bushels from his tive acres yet to dig. I many things himself. He is a tireless
worker and never asks any one to do days serenely in accord with tlie dicAlthough the farm is so high up
wonderfully free from the effects of I anything that be can do himself. He tates of his own sweet will, taking 1:0
early dronght or early frost. September lives in a neat cottage near the farm thouuht for the morrow, such a situ20 everything was as green as in July buildings, and his wife is a daughter of ation naturrlly seems both
and there was no indication that the I Mr. Chas. E. Wheeler, the well known and lutolcrable, at the first blush
It
orchardiet of Chesterville. The home
frost had retarded his crops to any
must be confessed that, to begin with. J
a
is
to
is
ideal.
It
desire
the
Blacks
his
life
of
proceptible extent. In
Kirkwocd drew a long and disconsomote the dairy he has planted eleven I Orange home in the very best sense of
late face over his fix.
I
fine.
in
we
risk
all
and
is
the
it
and
of
nothing
preterm,
acres
looking
corn,
Then be resolutely shrugged It off !
His eigbt acres of sweet corn is one ofl dicting for Mr. Black and his good wife
t
the most perfect pieces that we have a most successful future wherever they and went In search of man's nio:
faithful dumb friend—to wit. Ills pips,
seen this year anywhere, and the silage I may dwell, but we sincerely hope that
his services will be retained on the Sana- the which, when found aud filled, he
corn while later is coming fast
days, and will soon be ready to cut. I torium farm for many years to come, for lighted with a spill twisted from the
I
and
a
tield
what he bas done is simply an earnest
Mr. Black plans to break up
envelope of a cable message.
plant it to potatoes, after first having of what he is capable of performing if
"It's about time," he announced,
means
which
as
an
he
is
opportunity,
given
picked the rocks as closely though
the pa|>er.blacken and burn
watching
I
will
in
a
farm
a
the
Sanatorium
it
to
that
to
very
was going
garden crop.
plant
In the grate tire, "that 1 was doing
in
of
the
farmers
land
for
the
a
model
be
few
cultivation
The potato
years
gets
to prove my title to a livsplendid condition for corn, and hel Maine to go to for instruction and guid- something
And tills was all his valedictory
tooth ance.
horse
fashioned
ing."
old
the
plants
At another time we shall be pleased to to a vanished competence. "Anyway.
variety for the silo. He uses an Iron
Age Sprayer on his crops, and Bordeaux visit the hospital end of this great in- Pm α sight better off than those poor I
stitution and tell our readers something devils over there.
and arsenate of lead is the material
I really have a
of what the gifted Dr. Nichols and his
uses for bis potatoes.
great deal to be thankful for now thai
m
ο
are
iu
Dr.
Jas.
able assistant
McFadyen
Mr. IJIack is a great uenever
my attention's drawn to it."
value of a garden for a bouse and much accomplishing in stopping the terrible
For the ensuing few minutes- lie |
is
as
be
Our
such
of
institution
a
people
consumption.
mure fur
ravages
bis;
It all over, soberly, but with a
thought
the
truth
it
the
to
realize
handle
to
are
in
order
and
just beginning
catering to,
at a window of
easiest be bas very long rows, and plants of what the doctor said when he told us stout heart, standing
hands
everything, even to bis best seed, with a that we must kill tuberculosis or tuber- his bedroom In the Hotel Pless.
horse planter. The rows are 40 rods culosis would kill us.
deep In trousers pockets, pipe fuming
Ion?, and be has three acres in a garden.
voluminously, his gaze wandering out
Guessing Abou t Alfalfa.
Then up near the house he has a very
over a blurred Infinitude of wet. shinof
One by one the oracular statements
early piece of ground that be calls the
ing roofs and sooty chimney pots.
alfalfa
experte bave been
kitchen garden, where the rows are ϋ7 so-called
There came a rapping at the door.
rods long. Then below the administra- shown at fault. One said, "It will grow
Kirkwood removed the pipe from beas
and
will
devoted
corn
wherever
grow,"
tion building is a two acre piece
his teeth long enough to say
tween
and
to
York
LouNew
from
men
haven't
We
space
to small fruits.
promptly
isiana rise and say that they are growing "Come In!" pleasantly.
begin to tell what they raise in these
The knob was turned, and the door
gardens, but one item is 4500 beads of it where corn will not grow. Another
Kirkwood, swinging on oue
cabbage. Boiled dinner is served once a declares, "It will not grow over a hard- opened
once a New
heel, beheld, hesitant upon the threshday at the institution and cabbage be- pan or gumbo subsoil." At
The York man reports a good field of alfalfa,
comes a very important factor.
old, a diminutive figure In the livery
first of the soason be bad early cabbage with roots fifteen feet long, that pass of the Pless pages.
so
hard
in such quantities that several tons were through six inches of hardpan
"Mr. Kirkwood?"
Then tbey that it had to be broken with a pickaxe
sent to Portland market.
Kirkwood nodded.
Kansas
man
of
A
lots
root.
the
in following
raise tons and tons of table beets,
"Gentleman to see you, sir."
mangel wurtzels for the poultry, tons of writes that he has eighty acres that has
Kirkwood nodded again, smiling
pumpkins and squasb, melons, aud beans stood live years and promises to continue
"Show liltn up, please," he said, but
and peas galore. Tbey had two and a indefinitely, yielding four and a half
half acres devoted to improved yellow tons from three cuttings a year, and the before the words were fairly out of
whole of it on gumbo soil, where corn his mouth a man stepped Into the
eyed beans. He probably raised is the
all raising was a failure. Another declares,
best piece of wheat in Maine. It
room.
"
It must have a rich, sandy loam," and
full of clover and is to be fed unthresbed
">lr. Brentwlck!" KIrkwood almost
forthwith from the deserts of Nevada,
to the bens.
shouted, jumping forward to seize his
But the crop that Mr. Black was the the sandhills of Nebraska and the thin,
visitor's bund.
remost proud of was a field of 14 acres worn, clay soils of the South come
"My dear boy!" replied the latter,
devoted to peas and oats. He took 39 ports of satisfactory yields. Such reThis will be sults are significant, indicating better re- "I'm delighted to see you. Got your
tons off from this piece.
fed unthresbed to the dairy cows. Mr. turns than any other crop brings from note not an hour ago and came at once
Black says that this combination makes these varied soils, and that few farmers -you see."
for cattle. The peas are justiiied in postponing the addition
Sit
a splendid feed
"It was mighty good of you.
contain almost as much protein as al- of alfalfa to their agriculture because
Here are cigars. Wbj.
down,
please.
falfa, while the oats furnish the carbo- of eupposed hindrance of soil and cli- a moment ago I was the most miserhydrates so essential to rich milk. To- mate.—Coburn's "The Book of Alfalfa." able and louely mortal on the footmatoes and celery are large crops, and
Can't Make All Good Ones.
of
stool."
grow in great abundance. An eighth
In replying to a request for methods
"I can fancy." The elder man looked
an acre is devoted to parsuips alone.
Tbey breed the large English Yorkshire of producing low cost milk, Prank Shel- up, smiling, at KIrkwood. "The manbogs, having obtained the tiret stock don, in one of our exchanges, after stat- agement knows me," he offered exfrom the late Robert VV. Lord, and are iog that he bought and used a pure-bred
planation of his uuceremoulous appearable to produce yearlings that weigh be- Ilolstein bull, rounds off his experience
ance. "so I took the liberty of following
I
best
are
do
the
"but
the
with
and
000
confession,
500
Tbey
tween
pounds.
υη the heels of the bell hop, dear boy.
not at all coarse meated but develop could at culling out the poor ones, it
And bow are you? Why the anxious
fast and mature early. Fifteen of the was impossible to make all good cows."
the Lord
in the face of so much that gets undertone I detected In your note?"
from
direct
are
herd
Thus,
present
He continued to stare curiously Into
stock. They let the bogs rnn in tbeir into print, coming from young students
At a glancc this
orchard and tind that it is very helpful, of the breeding problème, that pure-bred Κ Irk wood's face.
bulls make the way easy for the results Mr. Brentwlck was a man of tallisfc.
as tbe hogs not only fertilize the trees,
an
the
exof
make
is
the
testimony
desired, here
but stir the soil just enough to
ligure and rather slender, with a countrees vigorous and give their leaves the perienced breeder that it is "impossible"
tenance tbln and flushed a sensitive
all
the
in
out
times
are
all
at
There
to
bring
superior
very best coloring.
pink, out of which bis eyes shone,
and
is
the
farm
That
the
desired.
on
animal
trees
experience
thousand
some
keen, alert, humorous and a trace
Une
of
stock
in
all
breeders
of
regutbem
had
has
every
sprayed
Black
Mr.
of critical wistful behind his glasses. His years
larly with most beneficial results. One breeding. It takes a breeder
with the aspect of
of the roads leading to tbe farm from judgment to breed up instead ofdown, were indeterminate,
the main road runs through a line with as our correspondent Smart, tersely put flfty, the spirit and the verve of thirty
with the case in one of bis communications. assorted oddly.
But his hands were
large branching tree* heavily laden
can
fruit on either side. This road baa been But so long as the improvement
old. delicate, tine and fragile, and the
the
of
use
and
the
pureonly come through
built up in tbe most approved style,
beneath the drooping white musthis lips
is going to be a permanent highway on bred sire and the critical judgment
tache at times trembled, almost imfor
efforts
to
the
continue
s-ems
way
the place.
perceptibly, with the generous sentiAs we have already indicated the dairy Improved animals. Select the best animents that come with mellow age. He
out the
is of necessity a very essential part of mals for breeders, and then cull
the only held his back straight and bis bead
the agricultural operations, and after inferior from the offspring, Is
settled way to build up better herds and docks, with ui air—au air that was not a
trying all breeds Mr. Black has
best breed, and the fact that the best cannot be swagger, but the sign token of seanpon the Holstein as the
detract
everything taken into consideration, and secured every time should not Farmer. soned experience in the world. The
he is fast working for a complete herd from continued effort—Maine
most carping could have found no
of full bloods. Already he has 46 head
flaw in the quiet taste of hie attire.
a
Select
dry place To sum
Keeping cabbages:
of cattle, 17 of tbem full blood animals,
up, Kirkwood's very good
and
and is milking 17 cows. His herd is in the patch, pull up the cabbages
and his only one then in Lonfriend,
down.
heads
is
that
stand
bull
producclosely together,
beaded by a young
was
stuff we bave Cover with soil from tire to ten inches, don, Mr. Breutwlck, looked and
ing some of the beet young
bim thinly at first so they will not heat, cov- an English gentleman.
Black
Mr.
keeps
season.
this
seen
to
"Why?' he persisted as the younger
ering only enough to prevent freezing as
in a large pen but would much like
could work bim the season advances. The burying beds man hesitated. "I am here to find out
arrange matters so be
wide.
feet
itl
six
that
four
to
from
made
be
may
Tonight I leave for the continent In
every day on the farm, believing
—Farm Journal.
the meantime"—
would b« for his best good.
Black keeps very accurate
Mr.
"And at midnight I sail for the
as a green mafall
fact
In
this
sowed
If
is
transactions.
rye
accounts of farm
"That Is
I believe States," added KIrkwood.
of
next
bushel
for
nure
season,
and
milk
potatoes
every
every pound of
to plow it under next mainly why I wished to see you—to
better
steward's
would
be
It
the
into
that
goes
potatoes
start and not say goodby for the time."
band is accounted for and credited back spring after it gets a good
"You're going home"— A shadow
it gets tall. Then the rye will
what
till
wait
tell
every
can
He
farm.
tbe
to
he rot better before planting time and yon clouded Brentwlck's clear eyes.
since
ever
done
has
herd
in
tbe
cow
that will get more good from It.—Farm
"To fight It out, shoulder to shoulcame to the farm, and the figures
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living."

"You have heard from Mr. Vanderllp r
Kirkwood
"Fifteen minutes ago."
took a cablegram, still damp, from his
pocket and handed It to his guest
Unfolding It the latter read:

Kirkwood, Pless, London:
Stay where you are. No rood coming
back.
Everything gone. No Insurance.
VANDERLIP.
Letter follows.

"When I got the news In Paris,"
Kirkwood volunteered, "I tried the
banks. They refused to honor my
drafts. I had a little money in hand,
enough to see me home, so 1 closed
I'm
the etudlo and came across.
booked on the Minneapolis, sailing
from Tilbury at daybreak. The boat
I had hoped
train leaves at 11:80.
you might be able to dine with me and

—

UPON

off."
Silence

see me

In

—

Brentwick returned the

cable message. Then, with a thoughtful look, "You are sure this Is wise?"
he queried.
"It's the only thing 1 can see."
"But your partner says"—
"Naturally he thinks that by this
time I should have learned to paint
to support myself for a
months until he can get things
Perhaps 1 might."
running again.
Brentwick supported the presumption
with a decided gesture. "But have I

^•ell enough

few

I

in-1

m

NUMBER 42.

|I

mx

brethren 1a adversity."

To distract a conscience whispering
of extravagance Klrkwood lighted a

cigarette.

The room was gradually Ailing with
It was the most falater arrivals
vored restaurant In London, aud dewomspite the radiant costumes of the
aud
en Its atmosphere remained sedate
restful.
A cab clattered down the side street
on which the window opened.
At a nearby table a woman laughed,

quietly happy. Incuriously Klrkwood
glanced her way. She was bending

forward, smiling, flattering her esnori
with the adoration of her eyes. They
were lovers alone In the wilderness of
the crowded restaurant. They seemed

very happy.
Klrkwood was conscious of a strange
It took him some
pang of emotion.
Mine to comprehend that It was envy.
For the
He was alone and lonely.

first time he realised that no woman
had evpr looked u>on him as the woman at the adjoining table looked upon
He had found time to worher lover
ship but one mistress—his art.
And he was renouncing her.
Ile was painfully conscious of what
he had missed, had lost or had not yet
found—the love of woman.
The sensation was curious, new,
unique In his experience.
His cigarette burned down to his
I—I think It might be arranged." stain- I
mered Calendar, 111 at ease.
fingers as he sat pondering. Abstract"It might," admitted Klrkwood spec- edly he ground Its firo out In an ash

ulatively.

"I could fix It so that you cou.d g<>
over—first class, of course—and pay I
your way, so to speak, by rendering 1
us, me and my partner, a trilling service."
"Ah!"
"In fact," continued Calendar, warm- I
lng up to his theme, "there inlglit be
something more In it for you than the I
passage if-lf you're the right man.
the man I'm looking for."
I
"That, of course, Is the question.'
"Eh?" Calendar pulled up suddenly I
In a full winged flight of enthusiasm.
"11
Klrkwood eyed hlui steadily
said that It fs a question. Mr Calendar whether or not I am the ninii
you're looking for. Between you ami
tne and the llredogs, I don't be! Ιο ν ο I
am
Now. If you wish to name yur
quid pro quo. this trifling service Γιυ
to render in recognition of your benev I

tray.

The waiter set before him a silver
tureen, covered.
He sat up and began to consume his
Ills
scarce doing it Justice.
soup,
dream troubled him—his dream of the

love of woman.
From a little distance his waiter regarded him with an air of disappointment. In the course of an hour and a
half he awoke to discover the attendant in the act of pouring very hot and
black cofTee from a bright silver pot

into a demltasse of fragile

porcelain.

slngla lump of
sugar Into the cup, gave over his cigar
case to be filled, then leaned back, deliberately lighting a long and slender
Klrkwood slipped

panetela

as a

a

preliminary

to a last lin-

perament.
"Eighteen." lie hazarded—"eighteen
or possibly nineteen dining at the.Pless
In a ravishing dinner gown and unhappy? Oh, hardly—not she!"
Yet the impression haunted him, and
long lie was fain to seek confirmation or denial of It In the manner of
lier esei rt.
The latter sat with back to Kirkwood. <uttin.: a tiuure as negative as
Ills snuK evening clothes. One could

ere

surmise little from a tleshy thick neck,
a round glazed bald spot, a fringe of
grizzled hair and two bright red ears.
Calendar!
Somehow the fellow did suggest
Kirkwood's caller of the afternoon.
The young man could not have said
precisely how, for he was unfamiliar
with the aspect of that gentleman's
back. None the less, the suggestion

persisted.

By now a few of the guests, theater
Oound for the most part, were leaving.
Here and there a table stood vacant
that had been filled, cloth tarnished,
chairs disarranged, in another moment
to be transformed Into Its pristine brilliance under the deft attentions of the
servitors.
Down an aisle, past the table at
which the girl was sitting, came two,
making toward the lobby, the man, a
slight and meager young personality,
in the lead Their party had attracted
kirkwood's notice as they entered—
why, lie did not remember, but It was
In his mind that then they had been
three. Instinctively he looked at the
table they had left, one placed at some
distance from the uirl and hidden from
her by an angle In the wall. It appeared that the third member had
chosen to dally a few moments over
his tobacco and a liqueur braudy.
Kirk wood could see him plainly lounging in Ills chair and fumbling the stem
of a glass, a heavy man of somber
habit. Ills bla< k and sullen brows lowering and thoughtful above a face

boldly handsome.

The woman of the trio was worthy
of closer attention. Some paces in the
wake of her lackluster esquire she
was making a leisurely progress, trailing the skirts of a gown magnificent
beyond dispute, half concealed though
it was by the opera cloak whose soft

of
gering appreciation of the scene
which he was a part.
He reviewed it through narrowed
lea; that he was an Englishman >
her shoulders. Slowly,
birth, a cosmopolitan by habit, »y
eyelids lazily, yet with some Blight folds draped
her head high, she approacholeuce, you may."
seeming to see it with new carrying
fession a gentleman (employing
surprise,
"Ye.es," slowly. But the speaker d<· vision, with eyes from which scales of ed. insolent eyes reviewing the room
term In its most uncompromlslnglj
from beneath their heavy lids, a metallayed his reply until lie had surveyed I Ignorance had dropped.
British
his host from head to foot with « I
lic and mature type of dark beauty
Tills long and brilliant dining hall,
both critical and appreciative.
self confident and self posglance
supremely
he
whlch
of
of
nnd bigotry."
proportion
Its
pursuit
with
quiet perfection
He saw a man in height rather less· I
sessed.
had
gratified
made frequent excursions to tbe conU
always
and appointment,
than the stock size six feet so much In I
Men turned Involuntarily to look aftnent from his residence in a quaint
his love of the beautiful. Tonight It
demaud by tho manufacturers of mod
er her, not altogether In undiluted adbad
U
Vet
him to an unusual degree.
quiet street of Old Brompton
bit I pleased
ern heroes of flctiou—a man a
Its walls, miration.
been during his not mfrequent but
It was the some as ever.
round shouldered, too, bat otherwise I
In the act of passing behind the pua deep rose, with their hangings
dlnarlly abbreviated, eojoumsln
tinted
^ sturdily built, self contained, well of dull cloth of gold; its lights discrim- tative Calendar she paused momentathat their steamer acqualntanc
as if to gather up her
and
discreetly rily. bending
clustered
ripened into an affection almost filial groomed.
the action disturbKlrkwood wears a boy's honest face I inatingly
train.
ο
Presumably
almost
a
buudred
one
on the
paternal
hand,
shaded, redoubled In half
No one has ever called him handsome.
She swayed a little
balance.
her
ed
the other.
mirrors; its subdued shimmer of plate
A few prejudiced persons have decided
and in the effort to recover rested the
There came a rapping at tje
and glass. Its soberly festive assemthat be has an interesting counti·
tips of her gloved finders upon the
men ami women
The knob was turned; the door op
of
circumspect
blage
nance. The propounders of this verdict
Simultaneously
edge of the table.
its
decorously
ed.
Klrkwood. swinging on on
gowned,
have been, for the most part, feminine. splendidly
(Ivlrkwood could have sworn) a sinvoices
of
penetrated
murmur
beheld, hesitant upon the threshol
muted
Klrkwood himself has been heard toi
gle word left her lips. « word evidentrather rotund figure of medium height,
lnterwoveu by the strains of a
declare that his features do uot fit. In and
ly pitched for the ear of the hypothethis
caressed
orchestra,
clad in an expressionless graj
its essence the statement is true, but hidden string
ical Calendar alone. Then she swept
be
hat
a
differwith
as always, yet
suit, with a brown "bowler*
there Is a very real. If undetlnable. I senses
on, imperturbable, assured.
tentatively lu one hand nn mnbrella engaging quality In their very irregu- ence. Tonight he saw It a room popuTo the perplexed observer It was Inweeping In the other. A voice, which larity. His eyes are brown, pleasant, lous with lovers, lovers insensibly
dubitably evident that some eommuwoman attentive,
unto
was unctuous and insinuate, emanatman
paired,
set wide apart, straightforward of es
nication had passed from the woman
ed from the figure.
woman of man regardful.
I pression.
Κ irk wood saw the fat
to the man.
before.
this
understood
Klrttwoour'
never
Mr.
He had
Now, It appeared tnat, wuaiever ins
shoulders of the bill's companion stiffeffort
some
life.
In
with
missed
had
Klrkwood nodded,
motive, Mr. Calendar had acted upon This much he
en suddenly ns the woman's hand restIt seemed hard to realize that one
recalling the name, so detached had Impulse In sending Ills card up to
ed at Ills elbow. As she moved away
been his thoughts since the disappearAt all events, this Calen- muet forezo It all forever.
Kirk wood.
a little rippling shiver was plainly vis
ance of the page.
dar proved not lacking In penetration
llile in the muselés of his bark beneath
"Yes, Mr. Calendar?"
Men of Ills stamp are commonly enIlls coat, mute token of relaxing ten"Are you—ah—busy, Mr. Kirk wood?" dowed with that quality to an eminent
sion. An Instant later one plump and
KlrkMr.
Calendar?"
"Are you,
degree. Not slow to reckon the calimottled hand was carelessly placed
wood's smile robbed the retort of any ber of the man before him, the leaven
where the woman's had been and
flavor of Incivility.
of intuition began to work In his adi
with flugerc
was at once removed
Encouraged, the man entered, pre- pose Intelligence. He owned himself
closed.
mising that he would detain his host but baffled.
To the girl, watching her face covη moment and rondlly surrendering hat
"Thanks," he concluded pensively; "I
ertly. Κ Irk wood turned f. r a clew t<:
the
and umbrella. Klrkwood, putting
You won't do,
reckon you're right
lie made no doubt that
the incident

o^

these]

der. with

®Jn5etr®Jï*

parted rejoicing,

"in

I

he has kept make pretty Interesting ( Journal.
Mum* A Forbes Soutà Paris.

"Yesslr."

The child marched out, punctiliously
closing the door. Klrkwood tamped
down the tobacco in his pipe and
puffed energetically, dismissing the interruption to his reverie as a matter
of no consequence—an obvious mistime
to be rectified by two words with this
Mr Calendar whom he did not know.
At the knock he had almost hoped
it might be Brentwlck, returning with
a changed mind about the bid to din-

turned upon him who
leisure, to live fully b!s ebbing mo- presently she
ments In tbe world to which he was sat wondering nt the level, penciled
born, to drink lo Its cloying drop» one darkness of her brows.
At length, aware that she had surultimate draft of luxury.
With a deferential flourish the wait- prised his Interest, Kirk wood glanced
lie [aside coolly deliberate lest she should
er brought him the menu card.
had served In his time many an Amer- detect In his attitude anything more
ican millionaire; he had also served than Impersonal approval.
A slow color burned his cheeks. In
this Mr. Κ Irk wood, and respected him
his Ills temples there rose a curious pulsas one exalted al»ove the run of
kind In that he comprehended the art ing
After awhile she drew his gaze again
of dining.
herself ϋ 11 unaware of the
Fifteen minutes later the waiter de- Imperiously,
havoc she was wreaking on his temhis order complete.

ei^mcauc^an^by tarUj*

appalling|

|

Klrkwood."

pro^

itisl

|

^•"George

|_

I
I

per-1

I

He regretted Brentwlck
Theirs was a curious sort of friendship. extraordinarily close in view' ο
the meagerness of either's Informat on
about the other, to say nothiug of the
Condisparity between their ages
rernlng the elder man Klrkwood kue
little more than that they had met on
shipboard, "coining over;" that Breu
wick had spent some years In Amei

Mun-I
com-1

I

'
the morr· tr's noon be would be upon
Mr. Caleudar drew his own Inferthe high sens. within ten days In New ence· from the response and mustered
"Then
York and nmoug friends, and then— up a show of cheerfulness.
T!.o prollem of that afterward per- you're not completely wiped joutr*
t ii-^ed Kir!: wood more than he cared
«•To the contrary, I was hoping you
Brent wick had opened his were less unhappy."
to own.
eyes to the fact that he would be
"Oh, then you are?"
Klrkwood lifted the cable message
practically useless In San Francisco.
He could not harbor the thought of from the mantel. "I have just heard
going bac!: only to become a charge from my partner at home." he said,
upon Varu'.erMp. No: he was resolved with a faint smile, and quoted: 14'Ev"
that themef· rwnrd he must rely upon erything gone. No insurance.'
himself <arve out his own destiny.
Mr. Caleudar pursed his plump lips,
"Too bad, too
But—w< r.:d the art that he had culwhistling inaudlbly.
tivated with such assiduity yield him bad!" he murmured sympathetically.
a llveir.' od if sincerely practiced with
"We're all hard hit, more or less." He
that ent! In view? Would the mental lapsed into dejected apathy,
from
and pby i nl equipment of a painter, which Klrkwood, growing at length
heretofore dilettante, enable htm to Impatient, found it necessary to rouse
become self iu;iportlng?
him.
w
There came a rapping at the door.
"You wished to see me about someThe knob was turned by a diminu- thing else, I'm sure."
tive figure In the livery of the Pless
Mr Calendar started from his revI beg
pages.
erie. "Eh? I was dreaming.
"Mr. Klrkwood?"
pardon. It seems bard to realize. Mr
Klrkwood nodded.
Klrkwood, that this awful catastrophe
"Gentleman to see you, sir."
has overtaken our beloved metropolis."
Klrkwood nodded again, smiling,
The canting phrases wearied Klrksomewhat perplexed. Encouraged, the wood. Abruptly he cut In: "Would
child advanced, proffering a silver a sovereign help you out. Mr. Calen-1
dar? I don't mind telling you that's
card tray at the end of an unnaturallj
Klrkwood took the about the Umlt of my present rerigid forearm.
turd dubiously between thumb and sources."
forefinger and inspected It without
"Pardon me." Mr. Calendar's moonHe asUke countenance darkened.
B. Calendar,'" he read. sumed a transparent dignity.
"You
•"George B. Calendar!' But I know misconstrue my motive, sir.
Sure there's no misno such person.
"Then I'm sorry."
I
take, young man?"
"1 am not here to borrow. On tue
The close cropped, bullet shaped other hand, quite by accident I discovBritish head was agitated In vigorous ered your name upon the register I
negation, and "Card for Mr. Klrk- downstairs, a good old Frisco name, I
wood!" was mumbled In dispassionate if you will permit me to say so
I
accents appropriate to a recitation by thought to myself that here was a
rote.
chance to help a fellow country man? I
"Very well. But before you show Calendar paused ltflferrogatlvely. Kirk-1
he
him up ask this Mr. Calendar If
wood remained Interested, but silent. I
Is quite sure he wants to see Philip "If a passage across would help you I

ηβΓ·
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The Maine Sanatorium Farm.
iTuri, Karm an 1 Home.)
For more than two years, or iu fact
ever since Mr. H. C. Black assumed the
duties as farm superintendent at the
Maine Sanatorium, we have been promising him to make a trip to tbat charming spot aud inspect the operations that
It is
come especially under his care.
not the purpose of this article to pay
especial attention to the Maine Sanatorium, which is an institution worthy of
I tbe attention of the beet people in our

i

J

Remedy

FOR

Ely'squickly

Correepon icnce on practical agricultural topic
ta «oUclted.
A«l..reea all communications la
tended (or this department to Hxmht U
ΗλϋχαΝίι, Agricultural K-lltor Oxford De m
ocrât. Parla, lie.

2,0001

Edgings,

A Reliable

flow."

The cloud lifted. "That Is the spirit!" declared the elder man. "For the
moment I did you the lujustlce to believe that you were running away.
But now I understand.
Forgive me.
Pardon, too, the stupidity which I
must lay at the door of my advancing
yea re. To me the thought of you as a
Parisian fixture has become such β
commonplace, Philip, that the news of
the disaster hardly stirred me. Now
I remember that you are a Californien."
"I was born in San Francisco," affirmed Kirkwood, a bit sadly.
"My
father and mother were buried there."
"And your fortune?'
"I Inherited my father's Interest in
the firm of Kirkwood & Vanderllp.
When I came over to study painting I
left everything In Vanderllp's hands.
The business afforded me a handsome

I
I

Wood,

Cord

with

Hel

NASH,

J. WALDO

tuk

For instance. Last February
18 cows in milk he got 13,299
of
pounds
milk, with an average of 4.56
for butter fat. In March with the same
number of cows be got 13,782.2 pounds
of milk, with an average of 4.58 butter
fat. Among his cows he has a Holstein
that dropped a pair of twin heifer calves
and the first ten months after weaning
tbe calves she gave 11,679 pounds of
milk, nearly 500 pounds of butter, and
some idea of the quality of the milk will
be gained when we know that the milk
tested 4 055 butter fat. She is only
eight years old and is due to freshen
soon, and Mr. Black is confidently hoping that it is another pair of twin calves.
Still another cow standing next to her
has presented the farm with twins on
two occasions, from different bulls, and
she is due to freshen again in a few
weeks, and again Brother Black's prayer
goes up for more twin heifers. She
dropped her last pair of twins and prepared them for the butcher and then
gave 7,106 pounds of milk, after suckling
tier twins seven weeks. In addition to
these very remarkable milkers they have
several 400 pound cows in the herd.
Mr. Black has put the entire herd into
the newly formed cow testing association, and by the way they have 700 cowb
already subscribed, and it will be necessary to run what is known as a double
barreled association, which meane two
testers employed all tbe time. Tbe
work will be commenced just as soon as
the man to do the testing can be found.
This testing of the cows and their product will mean
nothing new in Mr.
Black's herd for he has been doing precisely this work for more than two years.
As is well known, Mr. Black has
established quite a reputation as a successful breeder of the While Wyandotte
fowls of the Duston strain. He now has
some S50 of this breed, having hatched
800 chickens last season. But to show
that he is not entirely partisan he has
put in some of his old time favorites,
the Plymouth Bocks, also from Mr.
Lord's farm at Wells. Recently be has
added a few single comb white Leghorns, of the Wyckoff strain. In addition to the crops that he has raised Mr.
Black has laid down to grass some 20
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"Everything yonc.

Λ'ο inxurance."

right to leave Vanderllp to fight It
out ulone? For Vanderllp Las a wife
and kiddles to support. 1"—
"Your genius!"
"My ability, such as It Is, and that
only. It cau wait No: this means
elmply that 1 must come down from
the clouds, plant my feet on solid
u

earth and get to work."
"The sentiment Is sound," admitted
Brent wick, "the practice of it folly.
Have you stopped to think what part

rising young portrait painter can
contribute toward the rebuilding of a
devastated city?"
"The painting can wait," reiterated
Kirkwood.
"1 cau work like other
a

men."
"You can do yourself and your genius grave injustice, aud I fear me you
It's In keeping with
will, dear boy.
your heritage of American obstinacy.
Now, If it were a question of money"—
"Mr. Brent wick," Kirkwood protested vehemently, "I've ample for my

present needs," he added.
"Of course," conceded Brentwlck,
with a sigh. "I didn't really hope you
would avail yourself of our friendship.
Now, there's my home In Aspen Vil-

las. You have seen It?"
"In your absence this afternoon your
estimable butler, with commendable
llscretlon, kept me without the floors,"
laughed the yo*ng man.
"It's a comfortable home. You would

not consent to share it with me untll""You are more than good; but, hpnestly, I must sali toulght I wanted
only this chance to see you before I
left. You'll dine with me, won't you?"
"If you would stay In London, Philwould dlue together not once,
ip,
but many times. As It Is, 1 myself am
booked for Munich, to be gone a week,
I bave many affairs needon business.
ing attention between now and the
9:10 train flum Victoria. If you will
we

be my guest at Aspen Villas"—

"Please!" begged Kirkwood, with a
little laugh of pleasure because of the
other's Insistence.
"I only wish I
could. Another day"—
"Oh, you will make your million In
a year and return scandalously InIt's In your American
dependent
blood." Frail white fingers tapped an
arm of the chair as their owner stared
gravely Into the fire. "I confess I
1envy you." he observed.
"The opportunity to.make a million
In a year?" chuckled Kirkwood.
I envy you your romauce
"No.
You have youth, unconquerable youth,
ind the world before you. 1 must go."

tie rose stllliy. as though suddenly
The old
made conscious of his age.
eyes peered more than a trifle wistfully now Into Kirkwood's. "You will
not fall to call on rap by cable, dear
boy. if you vneed -anything? I ask It
I'm glad you wished to
as a favor.
see me before going out of my life.
One learns to value the friendship of
youth, 1'blllp. Gcodby, and good luck
attend

you."

Alone once more, Kirkwood returned
The disappointment
to his window.
he felt at being robbed of his anticipated pleasure In Brentwick's company at dinner colored bis mood unpleasantly. His. musings merged into
vacuity, iuto a dull gray mist of hopelessness comparable only to tbe dismal
skies then lowering over London town.
Brentwlck was good, but Brentwlck
was mistaken. There was really nothing for Kirkwood to do but to go
But one steamer trunk reahead.
Tbe boat train
mained to be packed.
would leave before midnight, the
Rv
steamer with the mornlxur tide.

latter aside. Invited his caller to the
easy chair which Bren'.wlck had occupied by the fireplace.
"It takes the edge off the dampness,"
Klrkwood explained In deference to
the other's look of pleased surprise at
the cheerful bed of coais. "I'm afraid
I could never get acclimated to life In
a cold, damp room—or a damp, cold
room—such as vou Britishers Drefer."

Mr. Calendar agreed,
and well cared for
hands to the warmth. "But you are
mistaken. I am as much an American

grateful."
spreading plump
"It Is

as

yourself."

Klrkwood looked the man
"Yes?"
over with more Interest, less matter of
course

courtesy.

He proved not unprepossessing, this
He was
unclassitiable Mr. Calendar.
dressed with some care, his complexion
was good, and the fullness of his girth,
emphasized as It was by a notable
lack of Inches! bespoke a nature genial,
His dark
easy going and sybaritic.

heavy lidded, were active, curiously at times with a subdued glitter, In a face large, round, pink, of
eyes,

which the other most remarkable features were a mustache, close trimmed
and showing streaks of gray; a chubby
Mr. Calennose and duplicate chins.
dar was, furthermore, possessed of a
polished bald spot, girdled with a tonsure of silvered hair—circumstances
which lent eome factitious distinction
to a personality otherwise common-

place.

His manner might be best described
as uneasy, with assurance, as though
ho frequently found it necessary to
make up for his unimpressive stature
by assuming an unnatural habit of au-

thority.

"So you knew I was an' American.
Mr. Calendar?" suggested Klrkwood.
"Saw your name on the register. We
both hall from the same neck of the

woods, you know."
"I didn't know It, and"—
"Yes; I'm from Frisco too."
"And I'm sorry."
Mr. Calendar passed five fat Angers
nervously over his mustache, glanced
alertly up at Kl-kwood, as if momentarily Inclined to question his tone,
then again stared glumly into the
Are. for Kirk wood had maintained an

attitude purposefully colorless. Not to
put too fine a point upon it, he believed
that his caller was lying. The man's

appearance, his mannerisms, his voice
might
and enunciation, while they
have been American, seemed all unCalifornlan. To one born and bred in
that state, as Klrkwood had been, her
sons are unmistakably hall marked.
Now, do man lies without motive.
This one chose to reaffirm, with a show
of deep feeling: "Yes. I'm from Frisco
too. We're companions in misfortune."

after all. I've wasted your time—mine
too."
"Don't mention It."
Calendar got heavily out of his chair,
reaching for his hat and umbrella
"Permit me to apologize for an un
warrantable Intrusion, Mr. Klrkwood."
He faltered. A worried and calculating
look shadowed bis small eyes. "I was
looking for some one to serve me in

I'roof
she had observed the passage.
that one found in lier suddeu startling pallor (of indignation?) and In her
eyes, briefly alight with some Inscrutable emotion, though quickly veiled by
lowered lashes.
Slowly enough >!ie
regained color and composure, while
her vis-a-vis sat motionless, head in-

a

chair to summon a waiter and exposed
Κ irk wood was in nowise
his proflle.
amazed to recognize Calendar—a badly frightened Calendar now. however,
and hardly to be Identified with tho
sleek, glib fellow who had Interviewed
Kirkwood in the afternoon. His flabby cheeks were ashen and trembling,

ot

clined, as if In thought.
Abruptly the man turned

capacity"—
"Certain or questionable?" propoundcertain

ed Klrkwood blandly, opening the door
Pointedly Mr. Calendar Ignored the
Imputation. "Sorry I disturbed you
G'dafternoon, Mr. Klrkwood."
"Goodby, Mr. Calendar." A smile
twitched the corners of Klrkwood's
too wide mouth
Calendar step|>ed hastily out Into
Klrkwood closed the door
the hall
and the Incident simultaneously with
Laughing
a smart bang of finality.
quietly, he went back to the window,
with its dreary outlook, now the drearier for lengthening evening shadows.
"I wonder what bis game is. anyway. An adventurer, of course. Tho
A queer fish,
are full of 'em.
And with a trick
of his kind.
up his sleeve as queer and fishy as

woods
even

himself,

no

THE

doubt"

CHAPTER II.

assumption

seems not unwarrantable that Mr. Calendar
figuratively washed bis hands
of Mr. Klrkwood. Unquestionably Mr. Klrkwood considered himself well rid of Mr. Calendar. When
the latter bad gone his way, Klrkwood, mindful of the fact that bis boat
train would leave St Paneras at 11:30,
set about Ills packing and dismissed
from his thoughts the Incident created
by the fat adventurer and at 0 o'clock
or thereabouts let himself out of his

room, dressed for the evening, a light
raincoat over one arm, in the other
the drizxle
having
hand a
cane,

ceased.
A stolid British lift carried him down
to the ground floor of the establishment in something short of five minutes. Pausing in the office long enough
to settle bis bill and leave Instructions
to have his luggage conveyed to the
boat train, be received with entire
equanimity the affable benediction of
the clerk, in whoee eyes he still figured as that radiant creature, an
American millionaire, and passed on to
the lobby, where he surrendered bat
coat and stick to the cloakroom attendant ere entering the dining room.
The hour was a trifle early for a
London dinner,
but moderately

the

handsome

room

filled with patrons.
Klrkwood absorbed the fact unconsciously and without displeasure. The
earlier the better, he was determined
"I hope not altogether." eald Kirk- to consume hie last civilized meal (aa
he rhoaa to consider It) at his serene
wood Dolitely.

In

Ills

and upon the back of his chair the fat
white fingers were drumming Incessantly an Inaudible tattoo of shattered
nerve·.

"I torn lookiiiQ )m' sotim one lotcrve tnc lu
n err til hi tHt/taclty."

Ivirk"Scared silly!" commented
wood. "Why?"
Having spoken to his waiter, Calen-

dar for

seconds raked the room

some

with quick glances, as if seeking an
Presently he (ouud himself acutely acquaintance. Presumably disappointself conscious. The sensation puzzled
ed, he swung back to face the girl,
him, and without appearing to do so betiding forward to reach her ears
cause and

he traced it from effect to
with accents low pitched and confifound the cause In a woman—a girl, dential. She on her
part fell at once
rather—seated at a table the third rerttentlve. grave and responsive. Perwall
farther
the
near
from
him,
moved
haps a dozen sentences passed beof the room.
At the outset her brows
tween them.
Too considerate nud too embarrassed contracted, and she shook her head !n
to return her scrutiny opculy, look for
gentle dissent, whereupon Calendar's
look, he yet felt sure that, however manner became
more
imperative.
obthe
become
was
he
temporarily,
Gradually, unwillingly, she seemed to
Interest.
ject of her Intent
yield consent. Once she caught her
Idly employed with his cigar, he breath sharply and. infected by her
sipped his coffee. In time aware that companion's agitation, sat back, color
she bad turned her attention elsefading again In the round young
where. he looked up
cheeks.
At tirst he was conscious of an effect of disappointment. She was nobody that he knew, even by reputaShe was simply a young girl,
tion.
barely out of her teens—if as old as
He wonthat phrase would signify.

dered what she had found lc him to
make her think lilm worth so long a
study and looked again, more keenly

curious.
With this second glance appreciation
stirred the artistic side of his nature,
that was already grown Impatient of
his fretted mood. The slender and girlish figure, posed with sucli absolute
lack of Intrusion against a screen of
rose and gilt, moved him to critical
admiration. The tinted glow of shaded
candles caught glistening on the spun
of her fnlr hair enhanced the tine

gold

pallor of her young shoulders.
In the sheer youth of her (lie real·
lied more than In nught else lay '.(τ
chlefest charm. She a tild he little
were
more than a child. Indeed, If h
to Judge her by the purity of her shad
owed eyes and the absence of emotion
Id the calm and direct look which

[το

be

cohtinusd.]

At His Best.

Blobbs—The doctor told Guzzlei
drinking was the very worst thing be

could do. Slobbs—I guess that doctor
didn't know Guzzler or he would have
realized that drinking Is the best thing
he does

—

Philadelphia Record.

Strong Proof.
"Sued for a breach of promise, eh?"

"Yep."
"Any defense?"
"Temporary Insanity, and I expect
to prove It by the love letters I wrote."

Washington

Herald.

Utter Contempt.
"I s'pose you wouldn't marry me If
1 were the only man ou earth?"
"I wouldn't even be engaged to you."
responded the girl. "If you were th·

only
sas

man

at a summer resort."-Kan-

City Journal.

Bethel.
Wwt Pari·.
Sunday afternoon the fanerai of Mary
Our people were mnoh inrprUed and
shocked lMt week to know of the ind- laker Garland, widow of the late Rev.
In
den death of Mr. Charle· M. Swift of 1 )avld Garland, wai held at her bone
IN
ALL
THE DOINQS OP THE WEEK
Mrs. Garland wae of a quiet,
tue J Hayville.
thia piece. He wm boarding et
those who knew
SECTIONS OP THE COUNTY.
Maple House and after sapper on Sanday ι ■etiring deposition, bntber
worth. She
evening, Oct. 10, he went into thehotel I 1er beet appreciated huaband'a
irai interested in her
pastoroffice and from there •tePP®d ,°k0
Paris Hill.
hall where he dropped dead, it\u sup- ite and sinoe his death, twenty-two
J
lost ber interest
first Baptist Church, Βατ. G. W. F. Hill, paaposed that he had some form of heart rears ago, bas never
tor.
Preaching every Sunday At 10:45 a. M.
it was not known but ind love for those who oame more directSumlay School at 12. Sabbath evening service trouble although
influence. Fnneral servat 7 Jb.
Prayer Meeting Thursday evening at what he was in good health. For man;j y under their
7 M.
Covenant Meeting the last Friday before years Mr. Swift has made it hie home ! ces were conducted impressively by ber
All
the 1st Sunday of the month at 2 Λ) r. m.
The beauti) as tor, Rev. W. C. Curtis.
not otherwise connecte*! are cordially Invited. with Mrs. Laura Reed and
of
Universalis! Church, Rev. C. A. Knicker- there, and he spent the most of hi" 1»'® ul flowers were silent expressions
bocker, Pastor. Preaching every Sunday at in the vicinity of West Paris with the ex- 1 he love of friends. The burial service
11
*5.
10:45 A. x. Sunday School at
vas in Riverside Cemetery, where she
ceptionofa few years in
rest just as the sun was sinkA Boston despatch to the daily papers He was an engineer and for the pastfive vas laid to
in the west at the close of a beautidated Oct. 8th eay·: Re*. Dr. Alexander years has rnn the engine for the Weet ng
q1 afternoon.
Mann, rector of the Trinity church and Parie branch of the Psri· Manufacturto duty
Monday afternoon the W. C. T. U.
prominent in the Episcopal church ing Co., being always faithful
net with Mrs. Bangbart and partiolpatcouncils of the United State·, is serious- and thoroughly trusted bythe
id in the discussion of the following
unmarly ill at a private hospital in the back Mr. Swift was 54 years old and a
family « {uestlon: "Resolved that bad books inbay. Rev. Dr. Mann returned yesterday ried and was the oldest of quiteAlvln
ure the morals of our young people
and
from Paris Hill, Me., where be bad been of children, his parents being
later of nore than bad companions." Much of
spending the summer. He bad been ill Caroline Swift of Woodstock,
and profit was said on both
in
nterest
Three brothers we
for several days and last night was this town.
various states in the west, the two eis- tides of the question. Mrs. Bangbart
operated upon for appendicitis.
most acceptably.
Robert York bought in a quantity of ters live in Lewlston and Portland, and ι •endered a solo
Tuesday Rev. and Mrs. Curtis, Mrs. ▲.
well developed apple blossoms recently. the youngest brother, Alvin, is a resident of this place. The funeral service If. Clark, Mrs. L. M. Valentine and
That's not bad for an October offering.
to Norway to
Perley F. Ripley bas purchased a was held Tuesday afternoon at 2 ο clock 1 lire. F. S. Chandler went Conference
of
handsome new touring car and run it at the Universalis! church, and w«ftco"· kttend the Oxford County
ducted by the pastor, Rev. Isabella S. Congregational churches.
home from Portland last Wednesday.
and
Dr.
Portland
The choir sung favorite
Friday Dr. King of
Mrs. M. Y. Knight died in Philadel- Macduff.
ribbetts
upon Edward Cross,
phia on Sunday, Oct. 10. Mrs. Knight hymns, and the last burial rite wm con- ion of Mr.operated
and Mrs. Ernest Cross, for a
was formerly Miss Abby Hooper, daugh- ducted by Granite Lodge, F. and A.M.,
rery serious case of appendicitis.
ter of George P. Hooper of this town, of which he was a member in good
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■ineLE COPIES.
Single Copiée of the Democrat are four cents
each. They will be mailed on receipt of price by
the publishers or for the convenience of patrons
jingle copies of each Issue have been placed on
tale at the following places In the County
South Paris,
Norway,

Ruckdeld.

Paris HU1,
West Paris,

Shurtleff's Drug Store.
Noyee* Drug store.
Stone's Drug Store.
Alfred Cole, Postmaster.
Mrs. Harlow, Post Office
Samuel T. White.

Coming Events.
Nov. 2.—Oxford Pomona Grange, West Bethel
Sov. 9. lo. 11.—Meeting of Maine State Pouio

and a twin sister of William Hooper,
who now resides here. She was twice
married, her first husband being a Coltman.
The funeral was held in Portland
Wednesday. Her age was 77.
Mrs. Maria Ryerson has gone to spend
the winter with her daughter, Mrs.
Estes, at West Paris.
Mr. John Philbrook of Guildhall, Vermont, is a guest at Joseph B. Cole's.

logical Society, Norway.

Jan. 4, 5, β.—Exhibition of Western Maine Poultry Association, South Paris.
NEW

ADVKBTISKMENTS.

Eyes Make or Mar.
Protect Your Κ cet.
Ladles' Suits and Coats.
The Blue Store·» Sweater·.
You'll be Able to Take Your Choice.
Confectionery.
Salesmen Wanted.
Wanted.
Columbia

Bicycle Free.
Bankrupt's Petition for Discharge.

Frank

Bryant's

Lambert

Pond.

has

returned

from

Cumberland and is again acting as night
operator.
Welles, Hamlin, and the Ounboats.
Wintield Powers, who was here for
a while, has finished work for the com%RK 1
pany.
BIOGRAPHY OF THE
The Hall party returned Wednesday
WELLh.
COBBECTS EDITOB OF GIDEON w*llES'
from their lake trip and left again
HISTOBY.
D1ABY ON WAR
Thursday for Β Hill where they will stay
Walter Arkett
a day or two hunting.

Charly «a^

» <·.„
rharles
I Letter of Gen.

Hamlin to the

Boston), and

B. R.

guides.

Billings accompanied

them as

B. R. Billings has been appointed
September Atlantic Monthly,
which is publishing the Diary of Gideon assistant carrier on Mail Route No. 1 in
Welles the editor adds a fuot-note which | place of F M. Morse, resigned.
„ivs that Vice-Pres. Hamlin became
Labeling at the corn shop was finished
rHffivtnt with Sec. Welles because Welles Thursday.
Ten tickets were sold here Monday for
Î" Hamlin's triende
the Boston excursion. Those who went
tract to build some gunboats.
from this section were Charles Martin,
It is but fair to presume the
Horatio Bryant and wife and Miss Dot
fair-minded and honorable
information from
Bryant, Mrs. George K. Cotfin, Stephen
conceal the r
Libby, Daniel Bryant and Mrs. Lizzie
^ secretary Meader.
Mr. David Woodbury of South Paris
promised Mr. Hamlin
his word and forfeited his honor.
was recently the guest of David Bemie
told
and sister, Mrs. Abbie Curtis.
This incident of
in the "Life and Times oiu
Eugene [lodgdon, who has a position
Hamlin,'· by hie grandson, Charles Ku in the pulp mill at Livermore Falls, will
move his family there soon.
aene Hamlin, and known by the write
Winfield S. Noyes has returned from
correct. te
the
interest of truth and not for
pur the Portland automobile school.
No deer have been shot in this vicinity.
pose of reviving old antmoaltiee-When the war broke out, the
Nearly all of the hunters are plauning a
trip to the big woods.
George Lincoln Whitman, a veteran of
the Civil War, is in poor health, sufferwooden gunboats. Maiue «<*
τ-Ιλπ
great ship building state of the l n.o /1 ing very much from rheumatism.
Mr. E. R. Freeman is on the road
One of her leading shipbuilders was
William
again as traveling salesman for the DenΛ
nison Paper Co. His family will remain
citizen ol searsport.
wUo wa8 at Cranestone until November, when
lumbermen they wil return to their winter home in
baH
Danvers, Mass. The Ilalls will probably
to obtain a contract for leave for their Paterson home in a few
in

the

jil·
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thenar

c^rec^
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f^*er
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gap,.
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dozen'leadiog

' Tbevd'esired

j

A. Titus was in Monmouth Sunday
his mother. He made the trip
home in his auto, a distance of 5ό miles,
The in three hours and four minutes.
J

**"He''called

to

on Mr. Welle.
•Certainly. Mr. Hamlin, certainly.

F^irriir'Sss
SnU :

the contract will be awarded at
«as the reply of the
secretary,

wi Jain

Ureenwood.

|

|

,.

^'Trirào«.°a^·
««rd»'
to Mr. Hamlin's artonlebment. it

Sri lor the contract

»»'» ·"

>»

£j

irrSSï
Do you then
had escaped his mind.
not intend to keep your word, en- Mr.

Hamlin asked sternly.
»
-So, sir, I cannot now,'

U".°?rien'hi· terminate,

was

our

the

hesi-|

relations,'

Çap.. «£

,i„ual executive bead ol ttaoa,

^

^^•»-*2?S55S2sssïWr--·»
Wnl'tes very much about it.
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Bangor, Me., Sept.
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No "Rum Expresses'*
All express companies organized for
the purpose of handling liquors in violaAfter Jan. ist.

tion of the prohibitory law of Maine will
be driven out of business after January
1st, by order of the interstate commerce
commission. These orders so regulate
the transportation of spirituous liquors
that it will be impossible for this e ass
of express companies to do business as
they have for five years.
The rules, of which there are three,
are sweeping and drastic in effect. They
provide first, that no common carrier
for
can receive
transportation any
package of liqaor unless the contents and
quantity are plainly marked on the cover; second, that the name of the consignee shall be his true name, and that
the package cannot be delivered to any
other party without a written order
from the consignee; and third, that no
C. O. D. orders shall be taken.
The express company or its agents
cannot act as agent for any party ordering liquors or for any liquor house. The
violation of any of thee* rules is punishable by a âne not exceeding $5000.
Some of the express companies doing
business in Lewiston handle liquor almost exclusively. Whenever they have
been raided by the Sturgis deputies
scores of packages have been seized consigned to one name with an initial before
it and without a street and number. The
defence has been that these were fictitious names used by reputable citizens
who did not want their own namee used.
The packages usually remained at the
office until some one called and asked if
In
there was any express for them.
many cases the agent claimed to know
before the packages arrived the real
party to whom they were consigned.

see

Capt. James Staples' farm
land so that generally crops

tracts tnan
than the secretary himeell.agaiu
tracte
j
informed him of
.
«ured in th. mnet
and
positive manner that the contract «ould
be awarded as arranged.
"In the meantime Mr. Hamlin _.rote|I
Cap·. McGtlvery and G.o .Hew-that
ββο Welles had promised them the con

Kf

days.

was on

high

were killed
frost in the fall two or three weeks
earlier on the low ground farther away.
A remark the Captain made one day
while getting in corn, is still fresh in my
mind. "Isn't this remarkable," said he,
"here it is almost the middle of October
and the pumpkin leaves nearly as green
and the blossoms as fresh as they wero
in August."
That little piece of history is repeating itself right here to-day; it is now the
14th of October aud no frost to kill anything yet. It was expected, of course,
after the recent rainstorm, but although
the temperature is considerably lower
Jac\ Frost has beeu conspicuous by his
absence up to date.
Floyd Morgan and wife came on a visit
at the Bennett place Saturday, and reMrs. Morgan
turned the following day.
remarked that although they had been
married more than a year, their honeymoon was still shining, and she intended
it should as much longer in the future.
Wednesday Mrs. Edgar H. Morgan
and Mrs. Randal Herrick, accompanied
by her three little children, visited at
Bryant's Pond and called at the Bennett
place on their return home. Then it
those four months' old prewas that
mium twin boy babies were seen hore
for the first time, aud a tiner looking
pair of boys it never was our good fortune to look at; and then so much alike
it is difficult to tell oue from the other.
The world may be growing wiser as it
grows older, and yet it looks as if the
science of geography is beiog sadly
neglected. After Joseph Mikulec went
went through hore traveling rouud the
world on foot, the question was asked
by several persons if he could go all the
way by laud. That never will be possible until the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans
dry up, as St. John says they shall be
some time, but when?

by

Lovelt.
J. Ε. Farnhara and wife have g »ne on
few weeks to relatives and
a visit of a
friends atColebrook, X. EI., and Canada.
Β. E. Brown has bad a crew of men
with four horses and the road machine
working on the road to the "Camps" and
grading on the water front. It is now a
tine drive from the main road.
Mrs. Π. W. Palmer is much improved
in health and able to ride out.
H. R. Andrews is working at "The
Island" for Mr. Goldsmith.
J. II. Walker is improved in health
and able to be out.
Mr. and Mrs. Ε. NT. Fox are up from
Portland for a few weeks.
Dr. C. P. Hubbard was in town a few
days last week to attend to the removal
of his goods to South Windham, where
he has settled in the practice of bis profession. The goods were taken by team,
requiring four horses and three days'
time.
Mrs. Elizabeth Wiley has gone to Madison for a few weeks, stopping with her
nephew, Roy Emerson, formerly of
Chatham.
Frank Harmon and wife have gone to
Boston and vicinity on a vacation of a
week or more, and Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Charles are keeping the house for them
in their absence.

North Stoneham.

Fred Barri man and wife from Norway
visited Mr. and Mrs. Lyman Hilton Fri-

day and Saturday.

of the Boston
1 i ranch, went to Boaton Monday to at1 end the food fair.
Jfr. and Mrs. Fred Taylor of Boston
ι ire visiting Mr. and Mrs. Β. E. Gerrish
< >n High Street
Harry Hersey baa an Oldsmobile runι ibout which arrived here the first of the
1
reek.
Mrs. Chas. P. Hatch of Augusta waa
I be gneet of Mrs. Maude Morrill over
I tanday.
Mrs. P. M. Lamb went to Bowdoin1 ïam Wednesday to the home of ber
1 irotber and from there will go to Boa:on, Brockton and Salem to visit friends.
The friends of S. C. Witbington will
>e glad to learn that he has been pro; noted to have charge of the refrigerator
tnd selling department of the Swift A
1 3o.'a beef boaae in Lewiaton.
Waabington Bipley Tnttle died at tbe
îome of his daughter, Mrs. Ada Shaw,
>n High Street Thursday morning after
Mr. Tuttle was one of
ι brief illness.
iur oldest citizens being a few days
ihort of
years. Mr. Tuttle
bad a wide circle of acquaintances in
J. H.

Carey, proprietor

eighty-eight

[bis section having driven a pedlar's
sart years ago and afterwards canvassed
for fruit trees. He was born io Turner
rnd is survived by a widow and two
sbildren, Mr. Alton Tnttle, of Melrose,
Mass., and Mrs. Ada Shaw of this place.
The Marie Bostell Co. are billed for
Miss Sarab Chapman has graduated at
standing, The weather was unfavornights next week, 18th, ldtb and
able, but a large body of Masons, shop- the close of a four years1 course at the three
has 20tb.
and
Ν.
in
were
H.,
and
friends
Manchester,
little
hospital
mates,
boys,
Mr. Daniel Emery and two of his
she
present, and there was a profusion of :ome to her father's home which
children have been quite sick for the
lovely flowers. Mr. Swift was a respected will call headquarters and will' go out
week.
citizen and a kind hearted friend. He I nursing when her services are required. past
Mayflower Chapter, 0. E. S., enterThe Ladies' Aid will hold their anwas specially fond of children, end has
tained Evergreen Chapter of Can'on at
done many a generous and kindly deed nual harvest supper and sale next Thurstheir regular meeting Friday night. Supwhich is gratefully held in remembrance I day.
per was served at six o'clock in the dinWest Sumner.
ing ball, and the work was exemplified
Universalist Good Will Society
chapter. Mrs. Weston of
held their regular annual business meet-1
George Clark, who has been a much by the local
for
a few Portland was present as deputy and inthis
of
citizen
foland
the
Oct.
place
respected
8,
ing Friday evening,
the chapter. After the meeting
years, having formerly been a resident spected
lowing officers were elected:
was
of Paris Hill, died very suddenly Mon- a musical and literary program
Pres.—Mre. Ella M. Batee.
of heart failure. Mr. Clark given.
Vlce-Pres.—Mre. Phlla Sbe<ld.
day
evening
j
The High School scholars went to
See.—Mre. Lewie M. Mann.
had been as well as usual through the
Asst. Sec.—Mre. Dora M. Jackion.
The
a ride
day and he with Mrs. Clark had been Turner Centre on ball. Saturday.
Treae.—Miss Delia H. Lane.
out to tea and on the way home he com- school team played
*
The society is in prosperous standing.
of not feeling well. On reaching
Mexico.
The annual sale and chicken pie sup- plained
a
for
doctor
Mrs.
home
Clark
telephoned
per which is to be held as usual by the
At the bride's home Thursday evening
but he died before help could be sumUniversalist society is arranged for the
of Rumford and
He
was 63 years of
moned.
age. Harry Clintcn Rolfe
date of Nov. 17.
I Funeral services were held at his late Miss Grace Park were married. Miss
The Ladies' Aid of the Methodist I
home Wednesday. Rev. J. H. Little of Park is the daughter of Henry W. Park,
church will have a harvest dinner and
town
Bethel officiated. The floral tributes one of the oldeat residents of the
supper on Tuesday of next we®k,Oct. were
Interment was in and a roan well known throughout Ox·
beautiful.
very
atwil
be
26, at Centennial Hall. There
Mrs. Clark ford County. She is a graduate of RumPleasant Pond cemetery.
tractive sale tables and an entertainment I
in tbe
has the sympathy of the community in ford schools and has been clerk
in the evening in connection with the
of the
her bereavement. The deceased is sur- office of C. S. Osgood, roadmaster
The entertainment will consist
supper.
vived by a wife and one sister, Miss Ella Rumford line of the Maine Central.
of readings, etc., and a male
the Oxford
Clark of Paris Hill, and a niece, Mrs. The groom Is order clerk in
by local talent, assisted by Mrs. Stella I A
at Paris Hill. paper mill office. The ceremony was
who
also
resides
Ulrich,
W. Burnham and Mr. Pike of South I
Fisher of
Among those from out of town called performed by Rev. James G.and Walter
Paris.
funeral were: Miss the Congregational church,
attend
the
hereto
H. H. Bates of New Haven, Conn., is I
a brothElla Clark, Dr. and Mrs. Charles Aldrich, Rolfe, the young composer, and
spending several weeks with his brother, I Paris Hill; G. E. Marston and wife, Au- er of the groom, played the wedding
L. C. Bates.
I
Almon Churchill and wife, South march. The bride was accompanied by
Mr and Mrs. Wm. G. Hammnnd are burn;
Mrs. Henry Robinson, Peru; Mrs. ber cousin, Miss Enna Gleaeon of KitParis;
L.
for
R.
working
Cummings *°r5.few Everett Hollis,
Minnie
Mrs.
Smith, tery, an maid of honor, and the groom
weeks during the apple season. Their
Mrs. Wm. Irish, Mrs. John was attended by Henry Kellogg as best
daughter Hazel is boarding with Mrs. Cheeterville;
white messaline,
Widber, Buckfield; M. F. Ford and wife man. The bride wore
Mary G. Bradbury at Trap Corner.
cut full princess, with a veil, carrying
Hartford.
Edward
and
Ryerson,
Mrs. Elva E. Locke and Miss Delia H. I
bine
Wilbur Buck, son of L. C. Buck, was bride roses, while her maid wore
Lane attended the Maine Music festival I
the immediate families of
Only
on last week for appendicitis silk.
operated
at Portland last week.
I
Dre. Ε. T. Pierce of Lewiston and H. the contracting parties were present,
A C. Perham will harvest from hlsl by
F. Atwood of this place. The doctors the bride being given away by her brothI
handsome
of
orchards about 200 barrels
found it to be a very bad case. At this er, Albert D. Park of South Paris. The
Baldwin apples.
I
he is doing well.
gifts, which were elegant, included a
Last week on Monday evening Mr. and I writing
Mrs. May Pulsifer of Beverly, Mass., chest of silver from the Oxford mill.
Mrs. H. R. Tuell celebrated the lothl
Mrs. Rolfe
a few weeks with ber father, After a wedding trip Mr. and
is
birthday of their daughter Elinor with a I Mr.spending
will make their homo for the preseot
Wallace Chandler.
very pleasant home
party. Twenty
Mrs. Clementia Abbott, whose health with the groom's parents in Rumford.
friends were present, and refreshments
has been very poor, is improving under
a
and
consisted of ice cream and cake
East Brownfield.
the treatment of Dr. Caldwell of Buckbirthday cake with 16 candles. There field.
Rev. Mr. Nickerson of Sugar Loaf, N.
: were several pretty and useful gifts.
Mark Merrow and son of Auburn visit- H., held religious services in the CongreRev. Isabella S. Mscduff goes Tuesday
Oil Mr. and Mrs. Nahum Morrill last gational church Oct. 1C. In the evening
of this week to Detroit, Michigan, to athe spoke in Bradbury Hall.
ttnd the session of the Universalist
Mrs. E. A. G. Stickney and daughter
Mrs. J. E. Mayhew of North Buckfield
General Convention. She also has the
is with her niece, Mrs. Fannie Lothrop. Isabel are atttending the National W. C.
honor of being asked to give an address
Mr. and Mrs. £ I. Beck and little son T. U. convention.
She will be absent about
at that time.
Thomas Lord has been visiting his
of Livermore Falls have been spending
two weeks and her pulpit will be supa few days with Mrs. Beck's parents,
sister, Mrs. A. F. Johnson
plied for two Sundays by other pastors. Mr and Mrs. Wm. Glover.
ida Fessenden and Nellie Greely spent
S. T. White attended the Topsham
Roy Pulsifer has four men from Lynn, a day in Portland recently.
fair last Thursday.
Mrs. Eliza Poore is staying with her
friends of his, helping him pick his apII. H. Wardwoil is serving as juryman
son, G. C. Poore, for a while.
ples.
at the South Paris term of court.
M re. Maude Field and daughter of
Alfred Morrill, son of the late George
John Mayhew is at present running
went to Lewiston Monday for Augusta are guests of Mr. and Mrs. S.
the engine for the Paris Manufacturing Morrill,
W. Rowe.
treatment at a hospital.
^
ber littlo
Mrs. Alvin Gearey took
R. Merton Hammond went to Boston
Fatal Accident in Peru.
daughter Amy, four years old, to Lewison the excursion last week.
ton Monday to be operated on for apthe
week
last
of

k^The

I

Tuesday evening

senior Y. P. C. U. of the Universalis,
church held their business meeting for
election of officers who will hold their
office until May of next year. Officers
were as follows:
Prea.—Miss Elinor H. Tuell.

Vlce-Pree.-Verne E. Elllnewoo·!.
Mr». Marjorle M. ElllngwooU.
Trees.—Ralph A. Bacon.
Devotional Com —Jennie L. Urailbury.
Sec

Lookout Com.-Annlc Shank.
Social Com -Mrs. Annie W. Wheeler.
P. O. Mleelon—Mailge L. Tuell.
Planlet—Mre. Mary Irleh Wardweli.

On Sunday evening, the 17th, in place
of the regulor devotional service the
meeting was held in the auditorium of
the church, and the officers were installed with the regular ritual service by
Abner H. Mann, who has the office of
state treasurer in the State
:
There was special music and the service
was

very

helpful.

Hiram.
Mr. Wm. Ε.

Cushmaa of Greenville,

H., came to Hiram Tuesday and
bought the Alonzj Jewell farm in
Sebago of the real estate agency of Eli
X.

C. Wadswortb. Mr. Jewell will remove
to Hiram to the Hon. Almon Young

place.

Two persons were in town this week
surveying the roads and elevations for
the U. S. Government.
Miss Hannah E. Buoknell went to

Portland Monday.

We learn that the Twitchell, Champlin
Canning Co. canned 150,000 cans of
eveet corn at their shop, and the new
co-operative shop canned 140,000 cans.
One day recently while Llewellyn A.
Wadswortb and bis son, Eli C. Wadsworth, were busy in their several offices,
the report of a musket was heard and a
bullet struck the building near them.
On Saturday, the Otb, Mr. Calvin B.
Robbins, a very worthy and respected
citizen of Porter, who died Oct. 7, aged
71 years, was buried from the East HiHe was born in
ram Methodist church.
1S:J8 to Joshua and Elizabeth D. Robbins. Rev. Wm. H. Cotton of Waterboro preached an instructive sermon
from Prov. 6:16. Shepard's River Lodge,
No. 169, F. and A. M., interred their
brother in East Hiram Cemetery with
Masonic honors.

North Waterford.
Died at North Waterford, Mrs. Nancy
Manning, Oct. 5th, aged 81.
Albert Hamlin of South Waterford
visited his friend, Winifred Knight, during the World's Fair.
Mrs. Katherine Grover is stopping at
her eon's, John Grover's, while her son
Montie is there on a visit. He will return to the West in a few days.
Three gentlemen are boarding at
Horace Fiske's while taking the valuation of the real estate here.
Mr. D. B. Lebroke is visiting in Al-

bany.

Mr. and Mra. Horace Flake were called
Maud McAllister of Waterford is to Norway last week to attend the funand
Mr.
her
for
eral of his sister, Mrs. Wilkins.
parente,
keeping house
Mrs. J. C. Sawyer, while they are visitGeorge Hobson, wbo is 03, got the
ing their sod, Elwood Sawyer, in Free- gold beaded cane from the Boston Post.

port.

BttkfUid.
Η. Α. Irish went to Portland
1 Ifonday to attend the conoerte of the
1 iftine Maeto Festival.
Μη.

Hebron.

pendicitis.

Both the Morrill boy and Gearey girl
patients of Dr. H. F. Atwood who
accompanied them to Lewiston.
Mr. McKorraick of Readfield bas been
at W. E. Lothrop's packing apples this
week. Charles Holland of Buckfield
assisted him.
A.G. Farrar called Dr. Austin Hayes
of Greenwood Monday to test bis cattle.
Dr. Hayes found fifteen out of twentythree head infected with tuberculosis,
thus condemning nine out of ten cows,
three of which are thoroughbreds. Mr.
Farrar felt that bis loss was so great that
he called Dr. Adams, state veterioary,
One
who confirmed Dr. Hayes1 tests.
c >w, the worst in the lot, was slaughtered on the farm, the rest have been
shipped to Penley's slaughter house at
Auburn.

Suffering Ended

!

F. A. Shurtleff ft Co. Sell the Remedy That Cured Stomach Trouble
| of 14 Years.
!

And beat of all P. A. Shurtleff & Co.
back.
guarantee It to care yoa or money
dangerous. Read this:

that its victim wan
The burden was heavy, as the reptile
ivas nearly five feet long.
The grip of the bird on the snake'»
jody was not of the best. The suakc
teemed to l>e squirming from Its raptor's talous, at least sufficiently to enible It to strike. Its triangular head
at the
tvas seen to recoil and dart
iware

of feathers.
It did this once

great sufferer for 14
ate gave me heartyear·, everything I
bnrn. I have never been able to get anyrelief unthing that would give me any
til a friend of mine inaiated on my taking
I beMi-o-na. I took a 50 cent box and
lieve I am entirely well."—P. M. Bryant,
"I have been a

Newman, Ga.t June 6th.
is the preMi-o-na ia not a nostrum; it
physician who
scription of a celebrated diseases.
ia a specialist In stomach
the
One clever woman calls Mi-o-na
it
because
Sunshine Prescription,
nervous
changed her from a miserable,
dyspeptic into a bright, healthy, happy
woman in a few weeks.
These little Mi-o-na tablets are surely
They absolutely cure
wonder workers.
indigestion whether acute or chronic.
They stop belching, gas in stomach
and heaviness In a few minutes. Distress after eating vanishes as if by magic
when one or two little Mi-o-na tablets
are swallowed.
Only 50 cents a box at leading drugby F. A.
gists everywhere, and in Paris free
from
Shurtleff A Co. Test aample
Booth's Mi-o-na, Buffalo, Ν. Y.

mass

twice, and then
with a shriek the vulture dropped its
5U0 feet
firey. The bird was probably
The as»r so above the observers.
tonished men were then trealed to a
hut
spectacle seldom seen. Kew birds
I) vulture could accomplish such a feat
The Instant the snake escaped from
the bird's clutches It dropped earthward like a shot, and like a shot the
bird dropped after It. catching It In
midair with u grip that caused death
or

At any rale, the-snake ceased to wriggle. nud the vulture soared away to a
mountain peak to devour Its hard
earned meal.

Distinguished

The

R. S. Tracy is taking his vacation.
The mail on the R. F. D. is now carried
by the substitute, Cecil Putnam.

East Sumner.
Rev. S. G. Eaton, S. C. Heald and wife
and VV. H. Eastman attended the Congregational conference at Norway. Several
others from the vicinity attended the
Supreme Judicial Court at South Paris
as witnesses.
Leon Irish substituted at the station
for F. W. Palmer while the latter attended court last week.
Henry Bonney has harvested about COO
barrels of apples from bis orchards.
Most orchards are not yielding an
Good, well cared for oraverage crop.
chards are far better for Maine farmers
tban western mining stocks and pay better dividends. The property is visible
aod the owner is president and cashier.
R. G. Stephens has about all the farm
implements and kitchen furnishings that
the average farmer needs, besides bis
varied stock foods. Patrons are assured
of a fair deal.

HYOMEI

Guest.

Mrs. Etta Bean has gone to Norway to
do dressmaking a few weeks.
Mrs. Andrew Caie of Berlin, Ν. H.,
visited relatives here last week.
Mr. George E. Farrar has moved bis
family to Hanover.
Mr. and Mrs. M. Vick of Lewiston are
working for Mr. and Mrs. Z. W. Bart·
lett.
Mrs. Ο. E. Jones has closed ber home
here and gone to Colebrook, where Mr.
Jones is working for the winter.
Mrs. J. M. Bartlett and Mrs. F. B.
Howe went on the exonrsion to Boston
last Monday.
Mrs. Irving Kimball returned home t0
Boston last
Saturday. She was accompanied by her mother, Mrs. J. L.
Holt, who will spend a few weeks there.
C. M. Kimball has some nice looking
potatoes with a yield of over 400 bushels
to an «ore.

What

satisfaction it is

a

desires to obtain the best

quality she

can

correspondent

The Democrat

arrived on the scene soon after the acciThe
dent with two other neighbors.
the ambulance arrived,
coroner and
and the body was taken to Howe's

undertaking

burial.

rooms

to be

prepared

for

line combines these desirable
ries with them

ing.

his father to dine with him at the
officers' mess, a mau of humbfo posi-

tion and unpretentiously dressed. CapItaa'.ic. considering that tills
tain
guest had not l>een fitly received, gave
expression to his opinion, saying that
If the executioner of Commercy had
have
come In evening dress he would
The officers
had a better reception
demurring, he made no rejoinder, but
afterward came to mess with

shortly
whose dress was Irreproacha guest
able.
Kvery one lavished attentions

When dinner was
the unknown.
over Captain Itaabe. raising his glass,
proposed the health of "the executionon

er

of

Commercy."

A Clever Acrobat.
A diverting anecdote Is told In "AnιιηΝ of tin· Liverpool Stage" uf an
unrehearsed episode that occurred av
ιhr llop. a cheap but popular place of
A troupe of acrobats
entertainment.
were engaged, and one of their number gave a "single turn" In which he

his skill as a champion
weight lifter. Somebody, however, on
mischief bent, changed one of the tiftr-slx |>ound weights for one made of
cardboard. The strong innn's vision
was Impaired by the loss of one eye.

displayed

Salesmen Wanted

To look after our interest in Ox

1

ford and

a

adjacent

Salary

counties.

commission. Address
The Victor Oil Company,
Cleveland, O.
42

FOLETSHONEMAR
tor

children1 aafm,.*ure. So opiate»

WANTED—SUCCESS M au (/ink wants

ui'tlc ami

responsible

man or

ad cner-

woman In Parle to

collect f· r renewals and solicit new sub-crlpexperience untlons during full or «pare time,

Bankrupt's

Petition For

Discharge.

of Maine:
W.

GUT
Connty
In said

HERRICK, of
of Oxford, and

Bryon,

State of

In

the

The distinction is not comfined alone to

higher priced garments, but pervades
The
even our most simple and inexpensive.
our

makes
tailor

handle

we

finishings,

are

correct and

a

Y

fur collar, $15.

FUR COATS with
$27.50, $32, $50.

quilted lining, $23.50,

complete

highest quality.

Norway, Maine.

OF NOTICE THEREOF.

place,

granted.

And It Is further ordered by the Court, that
the Clerk shall send by mall to all known creditors copies of said petition and this order, addressed to them at their places of residence as
BtAtOd·

Witness the Hon. Clarknck Hals, Judge
of the said Court, and the seal thereof, at Portland, In said Dlstriot, on the 16th day of Oct.,
A. D. 1909.
JAMES E. HEWET, Clerk.
[L. a.]
A tree oopy of petition and order thereon.
A*·*: JAMES 1. HEWET,Clark. I

all wool, best tailoring, correct fit.

\

Copyright 190»
Hftit Sdjaffuer 4

Hathaway

in a large assortment
of new styles
<£
Φ*
and colorings

new.

to $20

Overcoats for winter up

to S22

Stetson

«

the best made.
We have them £
in four shapes Φ ο
_

Maine.

Norway,

Hats

are

ONE PRICE CLOTHIER,

irv

BASS SHOES !

millinery.

Also

FOR MEN AND BOYS.

and

We have a complete line of these
celebrated shoes.
They are made
from solid leather and will outwear
We will describe
any shoe made.
only a few of them.

HOSIERY

Russet Veal Hunting Blucher, 11
best quality throughout,

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

Bolster Go.
Call and

see

them.

!

♦

inches high.

$6.00

Russet Veal Waterproof Shoe, 10 inches high,
$4.50
1-2 double sole,
Russet Veal

Waterproof Shoe, standard,

$3.50

Russet Grain Blucher, 7 inches high, double sole
and slide, one of the most serviceable shoes
$3.00
in the market,
Chrome

Squares and Rugs
large and

br
UR

H. S. and M. Suits up

Η. Β. Foster,

Shirts

Our Fall Stock of

Is

*

means

Miss S. M. Wheeler,

Art

J

in the best and most fashionable models.
You can't buy better clothes
than these; there are none
This make
better made.

NECKWEAR AND GLOVES.

Dayton

we

show you ; new greens, fancy
blues, olives and a lot of other
mixtures in^worsteds, cheviots and other weaves ; and all

A nice assortment of Babies' Bonnets.

N.

yean

Astra·

have brought to
gether for you. The style and
pattern you want is here ; we
have plenty of good things to

line of

SQUARE,

I

Our stock of furs is so extensive and so varied in t.
styles shown that you will encounter no difficulty in makii
varie t
a selection, the best time to select is NOW—better

Clothes

UNDERWEAR

MARKET

CHILDREN'S COATS, 1 to
Bear Cloth, Plush and
$1.98, $2 98, $3 98, $4 98.

Hart,Schaffner& Marx

LADIES' AND CHILDREN'S

District, respectfully represents, that on
day of October, 19M, he was duly
adjudged bankrupt, under the Acts of Congress
relating to Bankruptcy; that he has duly surrendered all his property and rights of property
and has fully compiled with all the requirements
of said Acts and or the orders of Court touching

ORDER

original styles.

OU'LL BE ABLE TO TAKE YOUR CHOICE THIS FALL
FROM A VERY LARGE VARIETY OF STYLES IN

All the latest ideas in fall and winter

the 3Ut

District or Mains, ss.
On this 16th day of Oct., A. D. 1909% on
reading the foregoing petition, It I»—
Ordered by the Court, that a bearing be had
upon the same on the fith day of Nov. A. D.
1909, before said Court at Portland, In said District, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon: and that
notloe thereof be published In The Oxford
Democrat, a newspaper printed In said District,
and that ail known creditors, and other persons
In Interest, may appear at the said time and
and show cause, U any they have, why
the prayer of said petitioner should not be

known for their fine

AND VELOUR COAT*
SUITS, plain and striped, semi-fitted CARACUL
black
very desirable, ?1\
only,
some
handsomely
and hlplesa effect,
$25.
trimmed with jet button· and braid,
*.
in all the popular shades, $10, $12 50, MISSES' COATS, plain and fancy
1
tures, trimmed with jet butt<m<
$15, $10 50, $18, $20, $22. $25.

BOYS! GIRLS! COLUMBIA BICYCLE FREE!
Get your friends to subGreatest offer out.
scribe to our magazine and we will make you a
present of a $40.00 Columbia Bicycle—the best
Ask for particulars, free outat and cirmade.
Address, "The
cular filing "now to Start."
29-31 East 23d Street, New ^ork
Man,
Bicycle
City, Ν. Y.

MILLINERY!

Maine,

his bankruptcy.
Wherefore he prays, that he may be decreed
by the Court to have a full discharge from all
debts provable asnlnst his estate under said
bankruptcy Acts, except such debts as are excepted by law from such discbarge.
Dated this 13th day of October, A. D. 1909.
OUT W. HERRICK, Bankrupt.

car-

lends
necessary. Anv one can start among fi
and acquaintance* an<l build up a paying and
without
business
Complete
capital.
permanent
Address, "VON."
outflt and Instructions fru.
Sucrest Mug zlne, Room W3, Success Magazine
42-44
Y.
Ν.
Building, New York City,

True bravery Is shown by perform
ing without witness what one ralgh
(hi
be capable of doing before all
world. Ι..Ί Rochefoucauld.

FRIGHTFUL FATE AVERTED.

the matter of
)
GUT W. HERRICK,
} In Bankruptcy.
Bankrupt. )
To the Hon. Clarkncb Hale, Judge of the District Court of the United States for the District

and

points

distinction that is most pleas-

at

tled.

In

Our

or

but In this instance not unfortunately
lie took the tirst anil second
so.
weights, and after having manipulated them he took the third, the one
Realizing in an
made of cardboard.
instant what had been done, he as
quickly decided to turn it to Ills own
odvnntage by throwing three "flipflaps" while holding the dummy
weight. He was greeted with α perfect round of applause, and the audience declared It to be the greatest
feat they had ever witnessed.

a

"I would have been a cripple for life,
from a terrible cut on my knee cap,"
write· Frank Disberry, Kelliher, Minn.,
"without Bucklen'a Arnica Salve, which
Infallible for wounds,
■oon cured me."
cuts and bruises, it soon cures Burns,
Scalds, Old Sores, Boils, Skin Eruptions.
World's best for Piles. 25o at F. A.
Shurtleff & Co.'s.

and the best

FOŒYSKlWŒYCURï

IT'S A TOP NOTCH DOER.
The
Great deeds compel regard.
world crowns its doers. That's why the
American people have crowned Dr.
King's New Discovery the King of
Throat and Lung remedies. Every atom
is a health force. It kills germs, and
colds and the grippe vanish. It heals
cough-racked membranes and coughing
stops. Sore, inflamed bronchial tubes
and lungs are cured and hemorrhages
Dr. Oeo. More, Black Jack, N.
cease.
C., writes "it cured me of lung trouble,
pronounced hopeless by all doctors."
50c, 11.00. Trial bottle free. Guaranteed by F. A. ShurtleS & Co.

There is

style

woman

for the money invested.

my ticketV"

it home.

Every

that she ie correctly dressed.

Not Built That Way.
For ι lie first time the old lady was
about to make a railway journey, aud
when she arrived at the htation she
did not know what to do.
"Young man." she said to a porter,
ΜΑΚΤΠΑ C. HROOKS OK ΠΕΤΙΙΚΙ, who looked about as old as Metliuseinli. "can you tell me where I can get
THROWN OITT AND KII.I.ED.

Dickvale, Oct. 16.

to a woman to feel

Cuptaiii Itaabe was a man whose
fancy braid, $12 50, $10, iT
LADIES' COATS, Broadcloth, Kersey
uame had weight in the French cavalof Bear ci-.:a
to
and Wide Wale Worsted, in black, CHILDREN'S COATS
ry. Fie was a tall mau. belonging
and Opossum, sizes 10 to 14 yearn, w y
With
and
very
mixture*,
I I (MMMZD ΗΚΗ-α-Μί) ■
the middle aged trooper type.
greeu
navy, grey,
Joel
pretty, $10. Striped Plush, eeal br v.
desirable styles, $20, $18, $10 50, $15,
military qualities of the highest kind, Corée catarrh or money back.
a
outfit,
including
in.
savage
it
and black, $8.50.
Complete
breathe
he had a singular bearing,
$8 50.
$12.60,
$10,
bottlee 60a Druggists.
sort of misanthropy and a cynical Inhaler $L Extra
f
LADIES' PUR LINED COATS, lined CHILDREN'S COATS, plain an·!
tongue, which stood In the way of prowith
trimmed
some
>t
all
mixture·,
with cony, opossum and muskrat,
When he was In the Sixth
motion.
tons, velvet and braid, fζ OS,
with large fur collar, $12 50, $16 50,
lancers, on garrison duty at OomMakes Kidneys and Bladder Right
$3.98, $4 50, $4.98, $5.98, ?'i 50
mercy. one of Ills comrades brought
$18, $20, $25, $30. Plush lined with

"strike" of students at the
University of Maine, due to the suspension of a number of etudents for dieLocke's Mills.
obeying the rules against hazing. It is
Lola Foster visited friends at thought the difficulty will soon be set-

Mrs.
West Paris last week.
Mr. and Mrs. John L. Marshall and
daughter Elizabeth were at their camp
L. H. Penover Saturday and Sunday.
ley and wife and son Donald were their
Suaday guests.
Mrs. Lena Cummings kept bonse for
her mother last week, Mrs. Lizzie Meader, while she took in the excursion to
Boston.
Mrs. Abbie Jones spent last week with
Mrs. Howard Maxim at Lakeview Farm.
Mr. and Mrs. Dr. Elliott of Berwick
were in town Wednesday, having come
by way of the White Mountains in tbeir
auto.
Mrs. Ruby Pettengill Swift died at her
home near Locke's Mills Oct. 9th, after
Much sympathy is
a short sickness.
expressed for the hnsband and two little
children, who are left to mourn the loss
of a good wife and mother.
Mrs. A'zel Bryant is in poor health,
but slowly gaining.
Frank Reed and wife were at their

Ladies' Suits and Coats.

1

"Why. mum," he replied, "you get it
ι lie boklng ottice through the pi
A sad accident bappened on Baxter
A Mr§. West of South geoiiliole."
Hill Friday.
Helng very stout, she looked at Hit
Rumford and Mrs. Martha C. Brooks of
Bethel, who was visiting her, started to hole in amazement, and then she burst
spend the day with Daniel Cummings, an out lu a rage:
uncle in Peru. They got out of the car"(ίο away with yon. you old idiot!
On
riage and walked up Baxter Hill.
How can I gel through.there? I ain't
arriving at the top Mrs. Went, thinking n<> blessed pigeou!"—London Answers
Mrs. Brooke was tired, told her to g«t in
the carriage, and Mrs. West went on
An Arrangement Approved.
ahead down the bill.
"So they have reduced the numbei
When more than half-way down the
hill, Mrs. Brooks in the team dasbed on of trains that stop at your station?"
Crosslots
Mr.
answered
"Yes."
by her, the horse upon the run. Mrs.
West called out to hang to the horse.
"There are only two a day at près
When half-way down the last pitch of eut—one to take us to town in the
the hill one rein broke. The horse then
morning and one to bring us back at
Dickvale.
swerved to the right, and the carriage
Fred Laue has been working for Oscar struck a large stone, throwing Mrs. night."
"It must be η great disappoint
Putnam hauling timber for Lamb and Brooke out and killing her almost inMcAllister from their lot in Franklin stantly. Mrs. West was wild with grief. ment."
"Not at all. When we get a servant
The carriage and harness were ruined,
Annex to their mill at West Peru.
Arnold Brothers are packiDg apples and the horse was so badly bruised and now she's obliged to stay at least oiu
lacerated that it was impossible to take day."-Exehange.
and shipping them to Boston.

John Graves fell from an apple tree
and broke his shoulder one day recently.
Mrs. Roy Webber and daughter of
Rumford are visiting at E. C. Foster's. camp over Sunday.
John Moody was at home from bis
Isaac Judkins has moved to South
school in Bridgton over Sunday.
Portland.
Dr. Packard's little son Frank is atOeorge Whiting, wife and son, Herbert,
visited at Lewis Phillips' a few days.
tending school at Locke's Mills.
Mr. and Mra. C. W. Cutnmings and
eon Lawrence visited friends in Turner
East Bethel.

Lin wood Sawyer of Lovell is working
for H. B. McKeen building a shed to
house strips and dowela.
Miles Adams has finished work for
Will Fox and is making cider at bis mill
here. Perley Adam· from Albany is
helping him
Mr. Loyd from New Jersey was at
Card of Thanks.
Wm. Gammon's Monday. Mr. Loyd has
over Sunday.
We desire to express our sincere a cottage on the shore of Kezar Lake
Lizzie Locke of Mechanic Falls is
thanks to all friends and neighbors, near I. A. Andrews'.
friends in town.
visiting
work
for
V.
to
is
going
Ralph Adam·
especially Mr. and Mrs. J. Frank Reed,
Deacon and Mra. Cumminge have reand
East
Stoneham.
of
H. Littlefield
for their great kindness, sympathy
turned from Oxford where they have
helpfulness in our recent sudden and unbeen visiting their son, Arthur CumDenmark.
who
conto
all
also
expected sorrow,
minge.
tributed for the beautiful dowers.
Mr. A. B. Ordway is visiting friends
The road commisaioner and hie crew
Mk and Mks. Alvin D. Swift,
in Massachusetts.
have commenced on the atate road.
Mas. Ε. M. Heath,
Mr. Elwood Pendexter and wife are
Mrs. C. H. Willis.
making a short visit with his mother,
Albany.
West Paris, Oct. 15.
Mrs. C. O. Pendexter.
F. G. Sloan is attending court at
Mr. Richards of Portland is a gnest at
South Paria and atopping with hia
the Maplewood.
TU Ε BED ROCK OF SUCCESS
of Brownfield was at the brother, W. S. Sloan, at Norway.
Stuart
Mrs.
in!
backed
by
lies in a keen, clear brain,
Daniel Cutnmings and niece, Mra.
House Tuesday and Wednesday
domitable will and resistless energy, ι Bartlett
visited hie
'ith millinery and fanoy goods. Mrs. Mary Phelps, of Peru,
the
from
comet
splendid t
Such power
kin of Hiram was at Odd Fellows' nephew, Calvin Cummings, recently.
Ra
I
Life
Pills
New
Dr.
health that
King's
Mrs. Ada Lord and Batella Bean visitwith millinery and fancy
Halt also
impart. They vitalize every organ and
ed their sister, Mra. Cora Sawin, of
and Wednesday.
Tuesday
HarA.
J.
goods
and
brain
body.
bnild up
Mr. A. W. Belcher is slowly recovering North Waterford, last week.
"They
mon, Lizemore, W. Va., writes:
'
There will be a dance at the Town
25c at from his injury at the corn shop last
are the beat pills I ever used."
Hooae Oct. 28d.
week, but ts still very lam·.
F. A. Shurtleff A Co.'a.

MRS.

are

VuTtur· arid Rattier.
An odd battle between a California
rulture and a rattlesnake was witîessed In the Cocopab mountains of
Lower California. It was In the early
nornlng. The big bird had aeiml tlie
1 make behind Ibe bead and whs strugdeadly
ι Ding upward witb Its wrlthlug.
nirden. The snake's captor appeared

tanned

Moccasin

Cruiser,

10 inches

high, Bellows tongue, single sole, low heel,
Hungarian nails, one of the most serviceable,

comfortable Moccasins for
ter wear,

summer

and win-

...

$3.75

$2.50

Kangaroo Kip Bal., double solo,

$1.75
Grain Creedmore, 1-2 double sole,
feet
and
soft
shoes
dry.
to
Viscol
keep your
LOOK IN OUR WINDOW.

LINOLEUM

J.

IS GROWING IN FAVOR EVERY YEAR. WE
HAVE THEM IN PATTERNS SUITABLE FOR
DINING ROOMS, SITTING ROOMS, BATH
ROOMS, CHAMBERS AND HALLS.

See Our New Stock.

N.

Dayton

SOUTH

Bolster Co.,

PARIS.

MAIN13

CASTORIA NrlnfurtstBdChedTM. ®ear8^ stP
Th KM Yh Hiti AIwh» Bwfht

"
Λ

F. PLUMMER,
31 Market

™;,.

Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME.
Telephone 106-3.

5=A Horse Blankets!
You will soon need a blanket
Why not buy the
The famous 5-A BLANKETS
BEST MAKE Ρ
are noted for their strength and I buy them
direct so I can save you money.

JAMES N.

FAVp^BMMT-

ïhe ®3rfetâ

SemocKXt

P. H. Ford of Bryant Pond

town

Rev. A. T. McWhcrUr

«Hour·: 7:30 A. M. to 7« P.M.
eajlwat.

Commencing September 3β, 190»,
TKAISS

XV

",

LKAVK

«cep* Sunday

SOUTH

*»A.
; 4 36

iagdownve»st)-5

p.

PARI»

1

dally; 9:30A. M
dally ; ί#)ρ

dally;
lit up (wS*)—9Λ>8 Α.47 Μ.,
P.M.,

3:35

supplied

pulpit at-the Congregational church
Oxford Sunday afternoon.

pakis rowr ojotc*.

gKAiro Tmmnt

>1

Misa Emma Lelghton of Bryant Pont
visited friends here Saturday.

SOUTH_PABJS.

aocTH

Saturday.

vu !i

a

Mr. and Mrs. Albert D. Park were at
Mexico last week to attend the wedding
of Mr. Park's sister, Miss Grace Park.

I

There will be a speoial meeting of th«
Ladies of the G. A. R. Saturday evening,

Oct. 23.
It is hoped as many as
will be present.

P. H.
A

OCTOBKB

th<

hi·,»
grudaon
yetra of ·*·.
£>r·®» 57
Tarboxboy,njne tnontha old, til atrlok·
and after

Supreme Judicial Court.
ΤΚΒΜ, 190Θ.

Hon. L. Λ. Kme.'j,
Charles F. Whitman,
Cecil Clay,
Ralph T. Parker,
Hiram R. Hubbard,
Harry D. Cole,
Win. A. Bicknell,
W. A. Barrow·,
Walter L. Gray,

Justice

Presiding.

Clerk.
Stenographer.
County Attorney.
Sheriff.
Jailer.

Deputy as Crier.
Messenger.
Librarian.

At 10 o'clock Tuesday morning the
wheels of the court began their periodical revolution, Chief Justice Emery

possiblt

Later Frank Bennett of Parta,
of the iéoond Janr, ïngtne B. Daris of
Rumford, Ralph X. Merrlfleld of Porter,
and Jacob C. Pendexterof Hiram were
excused from service for various reaions,
and F. G. Sloan was elected foremen of
the second jury in Mr. Bennett's place.
Ik took but a part of the afternoon
Wednesday to get the civil trial U£ont
of the way. One case only waa tried,
George R. Davis τι. Franois A. Fox,
which was a suit on a promissory note.
Mr. Wright appeared for the plamtin,
and the defendant conduoted his own

oase.

*

of

NORWAY.

with pneumonia laat aprlng,
Many of the people
daya' illneaa died on the 5th of Ootober term of the 8upreme Judicial
Dr.
May. The oblld waa attended by
Court found excellent accommodation·
Cbarlea B. WiUon of fllram. The grand- at the hotela in town.
tether, Mr. Sanborn, had been exceedOr. Annette Bennett of Augusta waa
ingly attached to the boy, and waa muoh in town during the week ijlth her peoaffected by hla death. He had alao been ple. She at one time practloed In Nordiapleaaed by Dr. Wilton not meeting way.
with another phyaiclan who had been
Grace Bicknell of Boaton is spending
called to aee the child.
her vacation with her parents, Mr. ana
Between 5 and β o'clock of the 6th of and Mrs. Everett F. Bicknell.
May, the day after the child'· death,
Mrs. Etta Harnden baa moved from
Sanborn went to the honae of Dr. Wilaon rooms In E. F. Smith's house on Bridge
with a loaded revolver In bis hand, and Street to the Eugene F. H ay den bouse
going Into the booae inquired for Dr. on Maple Street.
Wilaon. Dr. and Mra. Wilaon, who had
Charles H. Adams and wife bave rebeen driving, oame into the yard jaat turned from a most pleasant visit at
about that time, and Sanborn followed Andnver. They attended the fair and
them into the etable. He told Dr. Wil- upont much of the delightful weather
aon that he had oome to kill him, and
duving.
en

a

An

Independent

IKfTWr.

Frederick built bis famotu
who attended the palace of Snna Souci there happened
Wben

few

to be a mill that greatly hampered him
to the execution of bie plans, and be
naked the .miller for how much he
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It is at this lime of the year that you realize
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man's credit, making it easy for him

Wi^teri. Abbott/
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Of Norway, Maine.
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W. J. WHEELER,
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South Paris, Me.
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If We do not Have What You Want, We Will Have
it Made for You. We Want Your Business. Can We?
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#
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It will not cost you anything to rpen an
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Ο

The* checks returned

you wish.

to you make a good receipt and if you have an
account here you always know where you can
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PARIS TRUST CO.,
SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.
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$2.50.
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have high cut shoes for $2.50. ^3.00, $3.50, $4.00,
$4.50 and $5.00. We surely have got a fine line
of these goods and we know positively that better
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want footwear, remember, you can find what you
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Big Range of Prices, 50c. 75c. $1. $1.60. $2. $3. $4.
$4.50, $6. $6.50. $6. We Sell Sweaters to All Ages.
Men, Women, Boys. Girls. Children.
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The Norway National Bank
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to borrow money in

FARMERS deposit in this Bank the checks
that you receive in payment for your crops and
You will find it to be
start a checking account.
the best investment you ever made.

«

a"1*?"*as»nborn0r*\ssauU

to

time of need.

,,

SSTSJW.U,

your

on

season's work.
As you sell your different crops, open an account with
this Bank, by depositing the checks and money received in
payment. There is no safer place to keep it and no better
account in
way to pay it out than by opening a checking
this strong NATIONAL BANK.
There is no danger of
The check serves as a receipt.
You can always make the exact
loss by fire or tVeft.
A
obtain cash at the Bank.
You can

We shall add to it ae new things come out, and
at
keep on hand a fine assortment of pure, fresh Candies

9

i

constantly
20

and 25

pound.
higher priced goods

cents per

we carry the U1 polio" ChocoIn fancy boxes and in bulk. Just now we
made.
best
the
late·,
and
are
selling lots of the Apollo Butter Chocolate

In

10 cents per package.
TRY THEM AT THE PHARMACY OF

Toavted Nuts.

F. A.SHURTLEFF & CO.,
SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

r.

a.

F.

aHVRTLBrr a co.

A.

BmrRTLEFF A CO.

EYES ΠΑΚΕ OR MAR

be ever so comely, a pair of weak,
Many a face, the other feature· may
will spoil its beauty.
Properly adred, inflamed or twitching eyes
most of these trouble· by rejusted glasses as we tit them will cure idea
that anybody or everybody
the
moving the cause. But don't get We
have made a study of the eye.
can do the "proper adjusting."
WE HAVE THE LATEST STYLES IN EYEGLASS MOUNTINGS.

S. RICHARDS,
SOUTH

PARIS,

MAINE.

•f KEEP WELL!

use the true "L. F.M
No need t<* be sick. People who regularly
sick hcadache,
Atwood's Bitters never suffer from constipation,
a bottle of this reliable old mediindigestion or biliousness. Get at all
good stores. 3j its. a bottle.
cine and
taking it now. Sold

[

4

The Land of
Puzzledom.

begin

[
■^1*

No. Haven, Me.
çrcat success

Have used your *L. F.' Atwood's Bitter· with
Think
for constipation a:>d other stomach trouble,.
*'

f

>

Free!

standard

_W. L. Ans.

remedy."

-

it a

Free!

Free!

-

PERSON bringing the largest number
of this entire advertisement to Hobbs'
Variety Store, Norway, Saturday, March
5,1910, at 3 P. M., will receive a No. 8-20, King
Kineo Range, valued at $60.00, FREE. Ask
your friends to begin to save this advertisement for you.

THE

NEW FALL SUITS.
The Latest Creations

$12.50 to $25.00.

Spring Suits

One-half Price

lins, Lawns, Etc.

Vours

III.
My first was so dense that my second
lost my way. "Ob. third." said second,
"this first is enough to whole any-

body!"

No. 658.—Pictorial Code Rebus.

PLEASE

Tbe pictured words ure described by
words containing tbe number of letters
Indicated by tbe figures under tbern.
When the words are rightly guessed
and the letters arranged in numerical
order they will form a sentence.

When in want of

No. 659.—Riddle.

certain hirure true.
Prellx to nie and see what you do.
Γη» even loss than 1 was before.
Why Is It that 1 am not more»

48

anything

MIND!

In

in our lines give ua a call.

Doors, Windows, Frames, Builders' Finish, Glass, Putty, Nails,
Builders' Hardware, Sheathing Paper,
House Paints,
Barn Paints,
Boo! Paints,

Wagon Paints,

Roofing-The best of all
try imitations.

Varnishes,

Turpentine,

Brushes.

Liquid Filler,

Our paints include Impervious, Heath Λ·

Paroid

Linseed Oil,

Floor Faints,
Floor Dressing,
Floor Finish,

Milligan,

and Sherwin-WilliamB.

roofings. THE TIME TESTED KIND.

Don't

Screen Doors and Window Screens—We make to order. The kind that lasts.
Regular sizes of doors in stock. Have your veranda screened in.
We sell wire screen cloth, spring hinges, Ac.

Wheelbarrows—We

have a few first class wheelbarrows.

Telephones and Blectrical Supplies—We
best for automobiles and

Call and see them.

sell "Columbia Ignition Batteries" the

telephones.

S. P. MAXIM & SON,
Soutli Paris.

The Road to Success

in all kinds and classes of

work—from

railway

con-

viaduct to a cellar or basement floor, is
crete

a

EDISON
Portland Cement

leart because same amount of Edison
Portland Cement as of other brands, binds more sand, with tame strength,
Hardest and strongest
or buds same amount of sand, «nth more strength.
final set and easiest to work because of all cements on the market

Completed job—little or big—costs

V> nt«

Finest Ground in the World.
d*itr lut booklet How to Mil and Use Edisoa Portland Cement"

Uniformly 10)1

ν» «

ask

yum

A. W. WALKER &

SOUTH PARIS,

am α

No. 660.—Hidden Fish.
Louis hurkeued to tbe voice of bin
teacher.
Casper charged his cousin with theft.
Willis had his pockets full of candy.
Clara gave her ring to her sister.
Miller & Co. did the largest business

Id town.
Brazil's almonds are considered very
*
fine indeed.

WE SELL

WE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY.

SON,

BOTH BOYS SAVED.

Louis Boon, a leading merchant of
Norway, Mich., writes: "Three bottles
of Foley's Honey and Tar absolutely
cured my boy of a severe cough, and a
neighbor's boy, who was so ill with a

cold that the doctors gave him up, wan
cured by taking Foley's Honey and Tar."
Nothing else is as safe and certain in results. F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
"What did
were

people

do before steel pen-

invented?" asked the teacher.

pinions of one gooee were used
spread tbe opinions of another,"
answered the wise boy at the pedal extremity of theclaes.
to

"The

daily with
Why suffer when Bloodine
Ointment will give you instant relief
and permanently cure you. 30c. a box
mailed by The Bloodine Co.,,Ioc., BosAre you tortured to death

Eczema?

'on, Mass.

ladles

are

young."

Fall colds are quickly cured by Foley's
Honey and Tar, the great throat and
lung remedy. Tbe genuine contains no
harmful drugs. F. A. Shurtleff A Co.

determined to conduct it
Now, at the end of a

HEN this institution was organized, Oct. 1, 18S4,
•long the lire of truth, right and common sense.
quartet;of a century of continuous success, we feel confident that our
policy has been appreciated. We have never willfully mis-represented our facilities
We have always given our patrons opportunity to
or those of our competitors.
prove oar claims before payment was required.
We take just pride
For the future we promise a continuance of this policy.
In the name often applied, "The School of Results," and shall so interest ourselves
in the saccese of onr future pupils as to be entitled to a continuance of this name.
Oar 48 page catalog may be had for the asking. Ask now.
F.

I—

SHAW,

commonly

the

pictur-

o«™wtth laboreis

are

the fish lo the labjl.
"All o.f

aeuddenon^he
and
BBiniUIJ
tu© y8almon^

(tJarn comes

„Λ

seething

oro.dlog,

quart

of

apples

R ••Ident.

Hie Wars of
Our Country
XXIII.-War of 1812
Victory North, Defeat South
By Albeit Paysoo Terhune

tahtlng'odie,

.o

up,

thick tk.tth<,

emy, the White
House burned
and
President
Madison a fugitive.
The London Times boastfully declared:
"That 111 or^
ganlzed associaUon· the Un,tcd
States, Is on the
eve or dissolution, and the world is
speedily to be delivered of the mis-

msotmeLt·

chievous example of a government
founded on democratic rebellion."
England, having now no other war

ssKTS·i-^srar?:
ae

Ρϋ,β?

8ea

equipment
νΛ· τ

of moving

icc»

lor

a "»»

started for the Pole in

TS,0

at the I ule

rmd

till trans-

use ·

»ff)e

marched on Washington. At Bladensburg an American force 3,000 strong
opposed their advance on Aug. 24, but
were put to rout after a stubborn
tight, and the victorious British bore
down upon the defenseless capital.
President Madison, his family and his
cabinet tied In terror from the city.
Ross and his redcoats poured Into

Washington, looted and plundered it,
burned the presidential manslou, the
flnd
capltol, the Congressional library, the
arsenal, the treasury building anil
many private houses. It seemed that
America could not suffer such degradaGeneral Ross, retion and survive.
enforced. followed up his victory bj
marching northward with 8,000 men
"

iqr;.r.T?o.b*.t1«dcue,.hichi.o»»d

^r-we'^you

not .urpri.*Ik
with the apples and bake till the crust is
done. Have ready a meringue of whites ftDd that Peary had traveled four days
tablewith
three
stiff
of two eggs beaten
he had sent .11 ol
spoons of sugar, and flavor with a few
drops of lemon; spread over the pie and his white witneeeee back.
APPLE BREAD.

make^

dreadf|lUy

di8.

com

bread.

When

Commercial Ap-

Opportunity

Knocks.

A New Jersey farmer, whose farm is
near a school for boys, was greatly annoyed by the depredations of tbe j ministers. Finding two of the boys helping
themselves to his choice apple*, be ushered them from hie premises, ably assisted by the toe of his boot.
Tbe following day he found the same
boys loitering in the vicinity of hie
orchard fence.
"What you young scamps hangin'
round here for?" he shouted, "I told
APPLE SOUFFLE.
I
you yesterday what you'd git if I caught
Take one cup of baked apple, freed
on my land ag'in."
you
from skin and seeds, and whip with an
"Yes, sir, we remember," explained
egg beater till frothy. Cook in a double the spokesman. "We didn't come for j
boi er two tablespoons of flour and two
apples this time. We came to ask you
tablespoons of butter till smooth. Add to join our football eleven."—Harper's I
half a cup of milk, beaten yolks of three
Weekly.
eggs and the apple pulp. Add a pinch
of salt and about one-quarter cup of
Fond Mother—Tommy, darling, this is
powdered sugar. Last of all, add the ' your birthday. What would you like to
stifflybeaten whites of three eggs. Pour do?
η a china baking dleh, stand in a tin of
Tommy, Darling (after a moment's reboiling water and bake for twenty-five flection)—I think I should enjoy seeing
the
minutes. Make a meringue with
the baby spanked.
whites of two eggs and two tablespoons
the
of
the
Cover
of powdered sugar.
top
C. R. Kluger, the Jeweler, 1000 Vir- j
souffle with this and returt to the oven ginia Avenue, Indianapolis, Ind., writes:
Serve at once.
to brown slightly.
"I was so weak from kidney trouble
that I could hardly walk a hundred feet.
FROZEN APPLE FLUFF.
Four bottles of Foley's Kidney Remedy
This frozen dainty is quickly and cleared my complexion, cured my backwhites
of
four
the
Beat
made.
easily
ache and the irregularities disappeared,
eggs until stiff and dry; fold into the and I can now attend to business every
stiffly beaten whites one glass of apple

jelly and

one

cup

nPJ,'gbJtly,UD.til

day and recommend Foley's Kidney
of cocoanut, shredded;
Remedy to all eufferers, as it cured me
these ingredients are
after the doctors and other remedies

well blended, then turn into the freezer
As soon as the crank of the freezer begins to turn hard, open the can and add
a
pint of sweetened whipped cream
flavored with almond extract. Freeze
until the consistency of mush ie obtained. Serve in charlotte russe cases.

had failed."

F. A. Sburtleff & Co.

Nervous Lady—"Don't your experiments frighten you terribly, professor?
I hear that your assistant met with a
horrible death by falling 4,000 feet from

a

balloon."

into small pieces two fendant in this criminal action?
cooking apples; put in a pan with a
Prisoner—No, sab, ye honor. Mistah
small quantity of water aud cook until Lawyer heah am de defendant. I'ze de
reduced to a pulp. Sweeten with one- nigger dat stole de chickens.
quarter cup of sugar and dust with cinnamon.
Scrape half a pound of chocoBeer Drinkers and others who suffer
late loto a double boiler, with half a cup with Bright'» Disease, Diabetes, Back
of sugar and one pint of milk. Beat Ache, or any Kidney or Bladder Trouble
the yolks of three eggs and the white of can be cured if they'will take Bloodine
When the mixture is hot and Blood and Kidney Tablets, 50c. a box,
one.
smooth add the eggs, stirring gently all made by Tbe Bloodine Co., Inc., Bosthe time. Pour the chocolate over the son, Mass.
apple pulp; set the dish in a pan of boiling water and bake till firm.
"You must not interrupt me when I
am speaking, Ethel."
CREAMED 8WEET APPLE PIE.
"Why, that's tbe only time I can inPare, core and quarter several sweet
mamma."
apples. Put them into a pudding dish terrupt you,
and ®ut

cover cl08e'y and
2 wtter·
!tender
but not broken Add

Foley's Honey and Tar clears the air
«ugarto eachcupf.il, passages, stops tbe irritation in tbe
and
get cold in the syrup throat, soothes the inflamed membranes,
Then cut into thin slices. Roll ont Îome and the most obstinate oough disappuff paste quite thin; line a pie plate pears. Sore and inflamed lungs are

cook

»MI
till

V>**''°0De
.let
them

of

and

,ay

0D

another crust

brown· When ready to
ί UDA"
the crusts, spread the lower

VLÏB'°Pe°

expelled

ίΐΐ1βη^ΐη

sprinkle with powdered sugar.
apple

loaf.

"Paw."

"Well, Tommy."

I

"Do you believe there's people living
on Mars?"
"I see no reason to doubt it."
inches high. Hollow out tho center
"Well, wouldn't it be a good joke on
it an inch thick bottom and 'em if they should flnd out, after we get
Jenkins (speaking to his friend the leaving
frost inside and out with to talking to'em that tbey don't know
editor about the death of Riche, the mil- •ides, then
white mountain cream, fill with "apple that's the name of their planet?"
I
he
is
much
worth,
lionaire)—How
At serving time garwonder? Editor (absentmindedly)—Not "b P
White
nish with
Mr. F. G. Fritz, Oneonta, Ν. Y., !
whipped cream.
much. Not more than a quarter of a
Cream : B°" together until it writes: "My little girl was greatly bene- j
column at the outside.
,
threads two cups of sugar and two-thirds fitted by taking Foley's Orlno Laxative,
then pour the syrup and I think it is the best remedy 'for conWhen Blooding Rheumatic Liniment of » cup of water,
J
the stiffly beaten whites of
and liver trouble."
FoleyV
has cored so many cues of Rheumatism, slowly Into
two eggs. Beat until cool enough to Orino Laxative is mild, pleasant and
terrible
this
with
suffer
do
you
why
extract.—
Flavor with almond
effective, and cure* habitual constipaaffliction? it relieve* all pain instantly,
Good Housekeeping.
tlon. F. A. Sburtleff Λ Co.
25c. and 50c. a bottle.
dieh
«.ïfrith,,e,da,nty
J",* round«

bake » «Ponge
Anted pan and
when finished it should be about five

ί

oh"(·

th«.DH fn

JRi

Jstipation

Fill a drinking glass to tbc brlir
with water, then place a large cunl
Press bard on
on top of *be glass.
tbis card wltb one bund, seize tbe glass
wltb your other hand and turn it

quickly upside

down.

Now take away the hnud that f9
under the card, nnd. lo, tbe card will
stick where it is and not a drop of wa

toward Baltimore. A British fleet at
the same time sailed up the Patapeco
to co-operate with him by capturing
But every American
Fort M.IIenry.

in the vicinity who was strong enough
to handle a rifle rushed to join the
small. Impromptu army raised by GenIn the fight Ross was
eral Striker.
killed. His second in command. Colonel Brooke, drove back the Americans
and pushed on toward Baltimore, but
lie never reached his destination. Not

only
test
tieet

port

did the Americans heroically conevery step of his march, but the
on which he had relied for supfailed to capture Fort McUenry.
fort was bombarded all day and

The
all night, but on the following morning
Old Glory still floated deflautly from
the strongholds walls, and the British
were forced to fall back to the coast.
While all the foregoing disasters
were piling up in the south a somewhat different drama was euacted farther north. Sir James Yeo had captured Oswego, May 5. but Genera s
Scott and Ripley ha.l crossed the Canadian border, capturing Fort Erie
and routing a large British detachment
•it Chipi>ewa. General Drummond with
of
a force one-third larger than that
the Invading Americans met Scott and

Ripley In battle at Lundy's lane, near
Bridge water, on July 25. After one

of the bloodiest battles for Its size ou
record the Americans were victorious.
Rut they lost 858 men, whom they
could much less atford to spare than
could the British their own loss of 878.
Drummond. failing at Lundy's lane,
tried next to wrest Fort Erie from
the Americans and was again defeat-

But the Yankees, fearing they
ed.
could not hold out against another assault. burned the fort and retreated
across the border back Into New York.
With 14.000 of the seasoned veterans
of the Napoleonic wars General l're-

I

prepared

now

am

of

sorts

to

buy all

STOCKS OF GOODS
—

INCLUDING

SECOND HAND FURNITURE.
a lot of second hand
Furniture, Sleighs, Car-

I have

and other goods
and second hand for

riages

paid

Cash

and I sell for

for

goods

bought

when

same.

If you have anything you wish to
sell or have sold at private sale bring
it in.

probably

you see. is a tremendous power.
The water, on the other band, will
hardly weigh half a pound, so no won
der the card remains securely in place.

The Game of Proverbs.
Proverbs is a most Interesting game
and is played thus:
One player having gone from the
tbe
room, α proverb is selected l>y
others and one word of It given in
regular order to each person. If tbe
proverb is too short to go around the
whole company, then begin again at
the first word .and
room.

proceed around

CHRYSANTHEdUMS

Hemlock covering boards.

good

you

evening?"

enjoying

yourself

in Crayon, Water color,

Sepia and Oil a specialty.

L. M. TUFTS,
SOUTH PARIS.

Nichols St..

Fox, Gnats and Swallow.
A Fox. the uiost cunning of his kind,
and who had made himself famous l»y
Ilu» number of chickens he had eaten,
was chased by hinders.
Ilnviug absolutely no other way of escaping them,
he swam across a river.
When he reached the opposite bank
he found it so steep that he could not
climb it: he was disconcerted at sight
At that inof this fresli dllticulty.
stant Gnats came about him in crowds
and. alighting upon his head and eyes,

And All Repairs for S
Full line of NEW CARKi. ,KS,
CARRIAGE FURNISHING
REPAIRS.

that 110 two pins are on the
line in any direction—vertical,
horizontal or diagonal.

dois

so

South Paris,

Farm Hand·.

Every farmer's wife knows what tremendous appetites farm hands usually
have; but while they eat well they
work well, too.
Here's a good suggestion about feedGive them plenty
ing farm hands.
A big dish of
of Quaker Oats.
Quaker Oats porridge with sugar and
cream or milk is the greatest breakfast in the world for a man who needs
vigor and strength for a long day's
work. The man that eats Quaker Oats
plentifully and often is the man who
does good work without excessive fatigue. Thore is a sustaining quality
in Quaker Oats not found in other
foods, and for economy it is at the

IV.

Purest Flour
"Of the various qualitie·. of t:
talned from the same wheat, t.
grades are those most conta!
with grea«e, dirt, anil oh·ι t
bacteria: the freedom of ri
these, increases with its pur:*
Peor. Wv
the treU-known Enylit

The purity of William T<
due to the costly equipment
ceptional care to keep the
Hour clean.
The wheat is stored in hermru >!iy
sealed tank· at the biji mills :
& Burk Co.
»i*
Before grinding, it is cle.c
timet.
Neither grain nor flour ever ;
anything but the bright, cle.i
faces of dust-proof machinery,
the flour bags are sewed
-*■

Jeweler and Graduate

by

For Sale

HILLS,
Optician.

N. D. Bolster Co.
A

Lot

new

The best
of Plumbing Goods.
oak woodwork for closets. No
goods. Call and see this line.
N
bing- promptly attended to.
for
team.
charge

NORWAY, MAINE.
2VOTICK OF

L. IMC. Longloy,

Rumfonl, Maine, Oct >ber 7th, 1909.
J. ABBOTT NILE.
41.3

60 YEARS'
EXPERIENCE

Patents
I MHUL

A LOW PRICE
—

Wool
ο

Design·

Anyone sending α
whether
quickly asrrrtaiu our Opinion freeCommunicaInvention is probably patentable.
tions strict lyconildrntlal. HANDBOOK on Patent·
aent free. Oldest nirency for securing patent·.
Patents taken through Muun t Co. receive
rptcial wider, without ci nrge. lu the

Scientific American.

A handsomely Illustrated weekly. largest dr·
eolation of any scientific Journal. Terms, 13 a
newsdealer·.
Sold by all newsdealers.
four month·,
$L Bold
rear:
months, |L
year;
L■·
u
■

& 00,3 St Broadway, New York
MUNN
Branch OtBce. 62S F Ht_ Washington, D. C-

ON

—

Carpets

close out odd patterns

!

an

ui

up stock.

Chas. F, Ridlon,
Corner Main and Danforth Sts.

MAINE.

NORWAY,
ΓΟ.Λ'ΠΚΝΝΚη

NTATKM K\T

OK Til κ

Mutual Fire Insurance Co.,

Lovel!

LOVELL,

mnnn*

Copyrights Ac.
sketch and description may
an

Mair

Norway,

FORKCLOSI'RE.

WHKRKAS, .laniceC. McKen/.le of Rumford,
In the County of (>xfor«l anil .State of Maine, by
IiIh mortgage "lecii dated the third 'lay of Octo·
l>er, 1906, tti.il recorded In the Ox font Registry
of Deeds, book i.'.'i, page .V.'S, conveye I to me,
the undersigned, the following described real
estate situated In the town of Kuinfor'l, County

same

Feeding

niLLf

E. 0.

William Tell

37 4H

come

Pins ens Dei:.
Take six sharp pins and puzzle 1.1:
how to sti. k them Into six of t!i I I u

Harrows,

having—

broken :
Now, therefore, by reason of the breach of the
condition thereof, I cl dm a foreclosure of said

looked down
On the Ave little sheep below
ànd called out to them In a friendly way:
"O little white flock, hello!
We look alike—we must be alike.
Now, Isn't that plain to you?
£ome up with us In the pasture sky.
Ο little white flock, please do!"
But the five little sheep On the hill looked
■ad
And nibbled the gross Instead.
And each one smothered a sorrowful

Horse Rakes,
Disc & Tooth

William Tell comes to you (
the mills with all the brilliant bk«
that only Ohio wheat can make.
Ask your dealer, and insist

"No, no," said the Fox; "don't do it.
I beg of you, for if you drive away
these Gnats, which are already full,

l'erriu.

prej>arcvl

am

Mowing Machines.

wish."

another swarm of the insects will
and take their place. They won't
leave a drop of blood In my veins."
it is better to bear with patience a
little present evil than to expose one's
self to a ure.iur III.-From French of

I

to furnish

machinery.

plight

battle, scattering

Two Little Flock·.
Five little sheep on a hillside grazed
Where the raggedest daisies grew,
And Just overhead in a sunny spot
Were five little clouds in the blue,
tnd the live little clouds in the sky

the

Machinery,

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

chosen.

of the Fox
"Friend." he said, "I see that these
bloodsuckers are tormenting you without you being able to get rid of them.
1 will soon free you of them if you

taken the agencv
Osborne
F:irm

Having

for

Work

High Grade Portrait

Fourth Player—I have enjoyed myself thus far.
If the questlouer has not yet guessed
the proverb he continues his questions
until enlightened, when the player
whose answer has given him the clew
goes out of the room and becomes
questioner for the next proverb

American arm;.
anil smaller naval squadron put
him to flight aftAve day
a
er

the Americans' 121) fled northward
The veterans who had
conquered the great Napoleon's world
famous legions had been thrashed.
Yet these successes In the north,
when stripped of the halo of glory an.l
heroism, merely meant that our troops
had made «ne more unsuccessful invasion of Canada and had checked another British Invasion of New York,
whereas in the south and nearlj
everywhere else England triumphantly held the situation In her own hands

Harvesting
Hachinery.

Mouldings »;!«.

&

this

stung him and ate his blood.
A Swallow, skimming over the surface of the water, noticed the sad

Me.

NEAR 0. T. STATION

Mats, Mirrors

to say.
"Are you fond of parlor games?"
Third Player—Nothing pleases me
"Are

A. KENNEY,
South Paris.

J.

and Pictures,

ven-

land and water.
but a small

lo

Portland,

Also

Picture Frames

ture

more.

ratea aa low as other Hop*.

work horse for sale.

25tf

this:
"Is the proverb a long one?"
First Player—Nothing should be too
long for you to guess.
"Have you over played this game

before?"
Second Player—Really, I cannot

principal

J, F. LISCOMB, General Ajrent.

HEMLOCK BOARDS.

chose, Rumford Kail·», Maine, dated July AI, 1901,
ami hii(nt'l by Henry Nelson, Surveyor, ami re
cordeuln said Oxfonl Registry of I>ee<!j, viz.:
Lot numbered two hundred ninety-one (291)
on Spring Avenue, lot numbered two hundred
on Soring Avenue, and lot numr.lnetv two
bered two hundred ulnety three (293) ou Spring
Avenue, with bulldlngi thereon.
Said lota have each a frontage of sixty feet
(60), a depth of one hundred (lti>) feet, and each
centaine six thousand (βοΟΟ) supertlclnl feet, an·!
whereas the condition of said mortgage has been

demoralized.

Freight

sale at

on

Engines Etc.

bas previously received.
Suppose the proverb selected to be
"Nothing venture, nothing have." The
questions and answers might be like

New York state.

nniTisii fleet.

Through ticket·
railroad atationa.

week

just coming along at the
Cream Separators,
New Greenhouse, South Paris. Gasoline

player

He attacked
b y
Plattsburg

DESTROYING TllK

Roturnlng

Leave Union Wharf, Boston,
day· at 7 p. m., (or Portland.

are

then, being recalled. proceeds to question the others
singly. nnd each one must use in his
he
answer the word of the proverb
The absent

and

Carnations

of Oxford and Stale of Maine, an<l located on
the northerly Mile of the Androscoggin river
above Rumford Kails an shown on the plan entlthd Plan of Section Number 3 of Wheeler Pur

ing the whole
British fleet.
Prévost (with a
loss of 2,500 men

"Governor Dingey'' or
leave Franklin Wharf,
Portland, week day· at 7 P. u., for Bo·ton.

Albert D. Park.

the

raiding

the British land
forces and capturing or sink-

Stdamahipa
"Bay SUte"

Auction room;, No. 2, Western Ave.

A FBW

fS.OO Round Trip.
tl.OO.

we y 1

WiUrtomi

I handle real estate, buying or selling, also surety bonds.
What is it I lia I
ter will lie spilled.
keeps the card where it Is. making il
stirk so tightly that not even all the
water inside .lie glass will push it
away? It i« the pressure of the air.
Underneath the «-aril the air presses
upward with a force of tifteeu pounds
This makes
to every sipiare Inch.
li ft y pounds in nil, which,

91.00 ·μ

—

sale.

vost swept down
from Canada In

August,

Eastern Steamship Company.
Pit·

new

ington, was captared by the en-

''^VuÎS^lltiû'th.' Sing

®e®betr8Dr°c()0khaend KÎw

Common Glass.

ica's fortunée.
Our national
Washcapital,

mj.

ed^every î^tion promptly, the folhad
you
10Quegetrion-Do
think^that you
Bufficient

Auction Rooms.

a

year 1814
marked the ebb
Amertide of

ESKakrw
c.Jt
The

Trick With

HE

her hands, Napoleon being put
on
down, had sent thousands of picked
veterans to this country. British fleets
again ravaged the Chesapeake's shores
and tightened the blockade of the
The Creek Indians, whom Ancoast.
drew Jackson bad so severely punished. rose again In arms and Joined
Admiral Griffith conbegin .J di.po.e ol them, end mll- the enemy.
quered and took possession of the state
ο. those
of Maine In the name of King George.
A squadron of sixty British warships
sailed up the Chesapeake, overwhelming a little fleet sent against them by
Commodore Barney and landed 5,000
Ross
soldiers under General Ross.
Peary ve. Cook.

the Beh will run

Professor—"O, that report was greatly
gbetchen's apple tart.
Saute four cups of chopped tart apples exaggerated."
Nervous Lady—"Exaggerated! How?"
Riddle and Answer.
in four tablespoons of butter until they
more
Professor—"It wasn't much
Ten men's length, ten men's strength; are soft, add half a cnp of orange marfeet that he fell."
ten men cannot tear it, but a little boy malade and rub through a puree sieve. than 2,&00
A rope.
can pick it up and carry It.
Beat half a cup of butter to a cream, add
Do you have that dark brown taste in
the yolks of four eggs, one cup of soft
your mouth every morning when you
bread crumbs, half a cup of sugar (more awake? If so, you are bilious and should
Key to Purzledom.
if the apples are very tart) and a pinch take two or three of tboeo little BloodNo. 640.—Charades: 1. I'urr, eye, he.
Mix. wel1 to80ther ^d ine Liver Pills, easy to take, never sicklion—perihelion. 2. Add. a. m., ant- e0nr«!lMm0D.L
spread over the apples, which have been en, weaken or gripe, 25c. mailed by Tbe
adamant.
shell
of puff paste. Bake Bloodine
put m a baked
Co., Inc., Boston, Mass.
No.647.-Dlagonal: Swimming. Cross fifteen minutes in a brisk oven.
3
street is all excite2.
Sub-Editor—The
Scornful.
Dwelling.
words—1.
buttered apples.
ment, An etectric light wire has blockBlissful. 4. Germanic. 5. Trimming.
Choose medium-sized apples, peel and ed traffic, and no one knows whether it
6. Afflulty. 7. Adjaceut. 8. Shirking.
Cut rounds of is a live wire or not.
core and leave whole.
No. 648.—Easy Beheadings: Lowell
stale bread half an inch thick and a little
Editor—Detail two reporters to go to
E-L-ow,p-0-re. s-W-lng, p-E-at, p-L-ump. larger than the apples and butter the the wire immediately—one to feel it and
an
Place
f-L-int.
rounds
bread
apple tbe other to write the result.
thickly.
No. 049.-Added Numbers: C-able, ι on each, fill the core cavities with sugar
on
the
of
butter
and
a
If people with symptoms of kidney or
top.
teaspoon
L-ark, D-inuer. I.-adder.
could realize their danNo. 650,-Turn About Puzzle: A and btand them in a well-greased baking-pan, bladder trouble
in a moderate oven fifteen minutes ger they would without loss of time
Β represent 2 and 5. making 25; turn- place
then remove and refill the holes with commence
Kidney
taking Foley's
ed about they are 52. two more than
«"gar, ground cinnamon and butter, and Remedy. This great remedy stops tbe
twice 25.
return to the oven and bake till done. pain and the irregularities, strengthens
No. 051.-Enigma: Smoother, smoth- Warm a flat serving dish and lift the ap- and builds up these organe and there is
eb.
he,
her.
mother,
other,
er,
ples to it. Just before serving it hot no danger of Bright's disease or other
No. 652.-A Bird Letter: Canary, squeeze over each apple a little lemon serious disorder. Do not disregard the
juice. This is a delightful dish.
early symptoms. F. A. Sburtleff & Co.
crow. hen. owl. rohlu. wren, crane.
Chnmde: May. den —Maiden.
No.
CHOCOLATE AÇPI.E CUSTARD,
Judge (to prisoner)—Are you the de-

to take off

39-43

K|ftlîiDgTbeygare
They
birds.

flock

healed and strengthened, and the cold is
from the system. Refuse any
««rv·
"Do you think a man ought
but the genuine in the yellow package.
are
his hat in an elevator when there
one with the stewed apple, sprinkle with F. A. Sburtleff & Co.
ladies present?"
a Utile nutmeg, cover with
and
the
bald
he
Is
if
"Not
prematurely
whipped cream, pat on the top crust and
POSSIBLE COMPLICATION.

MAINE.

we

jfand

while
JheAnd a"l the there
An<J albeen of

Make the regulation apple sauce, of
tart apples, and be a little sparing of the
sugar. To one quart of the sauce, take
three tablespoons of strawberry jam, and
with a strong egg beater whip all together. Set on ice and when ready to
serve, till cream puff shells with the
mixture, place each on a separate plate
and pour round a soft custard sauce,
slightly flavored with almond extract.

1

Keep

back a wick,
thick, h
quivering
billion. °<

of silver,
horde of men
wait for the suicides.
the fishermen β boats
sea

APPLE PUKFS.

0RTLAND·

come

SiebspVpe^3i {γΗΗτ. ij
KW.P-M.mphl.

χβΊΓ

commit s..,

"They

parent, rub through a colander, sweeten observetiou., did you
to taste, add one cup of cream, flavored
with one teaspoon of extract of lemon.
Line a pie plate with good pie crust, fill

CHILDREN'S

DO YOU WANT GOOD PAINT

«β

is their death.

CBEAM PIE.

APPLE

Stew one

ESfeia

that Peary will
An old fashioned dish which never
fails to delight the children may be prepared as follows: One quart of corn
meal, one pint of ripe chopped apples,
three tablespoons of butter, pinch of
salt, one and one-half cups of water.
Sweeten the apples to taste and bake as peal.

Sincerely,

BMCtss.fo8(sUo\sHADES,,7

PJ·»®?»10^0^

'bi;*wot-NoT'X

ABBOTT BLOCK, NORWAY, MAINE.

{

mpm
Mark Twain who

brown.

S. B. & Z. S. PRINCE,

*y

^r·

cial North.

POPOVBBS.

makes eight popovers.
No. 655w—Diamond.
8.
2. Δ beverage.
1. In Spauish.
APPLE WHIP.
Swarthy inhabitants of northern AfBeat the whites of three eggs until
rica. 4. Half of a company of soldiers. stiff and perfectly dry, then fold lightly
5. A black wood. Θ. A sauce for fish, Into one pint of stewed and sweetened
and
used in China. 7. In 8panisb.
apple, add one cap of chopped nutsBeat
half a pint of candied cherries.
until firm and chill through.
No. 656.—Bird Enigma.
APPLES IN CARAMEL.
I am composed of forty-seven letters
and form a couplet from a poem by
Into a skillet put one cup of light
brown sugar and one-half cup of hot
Cella Thaxter.
four
three or
for
My 14, 34. 18, 27, 20 Is a long billed water. Let boil
then drop in five nice cooking
minutes,
bird.
wading
apples, which have been peeled, cored
My 21. 15. SI, 8, 42, 18, β Is the stake and
halved. Let these stew in the syrup
driver.
until they are tender and fluffy, then
My 35. 22, 37, 9. 12, 41, 1, 43, 18, 10. drain them out Into a glass dish. In
4 Is a common sweet singing bird.
another saucepan have ready one tableMy 7, 43. 30, 22, 10, 19 builds a hang- spoon of butter melted with one teaonespoon of flour, and over this pour
ing nest lu the elms.
of cream. When hot, add to
half
a
is
bird
cup
38
21,
18,
44,
15,
32,
My 13,
the boiling syrup, stirring briskly for
mimic.
several minutes, then pour over the ap17
30,
43,
My 40, 37, 46. 15, 9, 27, 21,
ples and serve either hot or cold.
Is a deep blue bird.
APPLE AMBROSIA.
My G. 28, 31, 24, 1, 23, 13, 20 is a
Make a syrup of two cups of sugar,
white breasted bird, often seen head
one cup of water and the juice and thin
downward on the trunks of trees.
yellow rind of half a lemon. Pare six
45.
44.
5.
8.
1.
43.
25,
35.
13.
33,
My
large tart apples, preferably pippins, cut
brilliant
bird.
a
18
Is
very
30, 9. 42.
each into six or eight pieces, removing
a
is
3
My 41, 36, 2. 23, 18. 47, 11, 9,
the core, and cook in the hot syrup till
common game bird.
clear. They will be lighter and keep
My 39. 3, 25, 18, 5, 29 is an ocean their shape better if cooked a few at a
time. Place in a large glass dish, strainbird.
ing the syrup over them, and set on ice
to chill. Meanwhile, cut a large mellow
No. 657.—Charades.
1.
pineapple in half, remove the core, shred
off the flesh with a silver fork and scrape
My first is the name of a man;
as
a
was
used
second
pen;
the shell with a spoon. This will be
My
My whole la an early spring flower.
found easier and more expeditious and
You've seen It again and again.
quite as economical as the old process of
gouging and paring. Sprinkle with
11.
this is
sugar, and turn occasionally until
My first's a certain kind of pen;
dissolved, then add to the apple sauce,
My last we all were once.
and let them stand together for at least
And It you don't agree with me
ïou're total and a dunce.
Serve very cold.
an hour.

ordinary
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Horde.'·

Here I. Rex
Address: Editor
ol that "Silver Horfe
Me.
Sooth
Parla,
Oxford
Democrat,
Column,
mon that
Is
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Tell·

Beech

Drop one letter from tbe final word
Beat three eggs together until light
to form tbe next.
and add to them two cops of milk and a
****
The shadows on the hill seemed like a
level saltspoon of aalt. Pour this very
We heard the distant cry of a lone ***.
gradually loto two caps of flour, stirring book had first taken
Beneath our feet we felt the slimy
ln
"The salmon are np in aim
constantly. Half fill deep, flat-bottomWe had no light nor had we any
ed patty pans, which have been battered d
»d th.,
M
A sorry lot we were after the **··,
and heated and bake In a very quick
Of hope we could not see a single ***.
oven about twenty to twenty-five minNo one could help us in our sorry ······.
utes. The oven must be bot or they will
We wandered on without food, drink or
not puff up properly. When done, slip
them out of the pans, and with a very
We spoke no word, nor had we any
sharp knife quickly cut off the top
For we had yet to pass so many
where they rise above the pan. The inJust then through fog we heard a horn's side should be hollow. Put in each a
long ·"·'
tablespoon of hot apple sauce,
And knew our rescuers had come at ****. heaping
replace the tops, set the popovers on in—Youth's Companion.
dividual plates and serve immediately as the homing
?ï * back and the
This recipe
a dessert, with hard sauce.

Prices.

ing

R«x

to the UuUes
Correspondence on topics of Interest
Homkmakxbs

No. 654.—Dropped Letter Ver···.

Mus-

Goods,

Summer

HOMEMAKEBS COLUMN.

MAINE.

ASSETS, DEC. 31, IW.
Ca»h In office an<l bank,.
\II other

;ι

--ι·ι».

UroHi) caah unset*·,

..

LIABILITIES, DEC.31,l*~
Oil* date.

No llabllltlea on
N'el ctf.li mm·
I'remlum note* subject to aeeeetmeiit.
Deiluct all anHCfiiii'iit-.mil paymi i'.tr
Balance 'lue

«

40-2

I-·
f

I<

on premium note
Κ. T. 8TBARNS,

NOTICE.
PARKER'S

HAIR BALSAM

Besides the regular
head of the list
size packages Quaker Oats Is packed
in large size family packages, with
5
and without china.

Clfsnsts and beatifies the hair.
1'ruuioU· a luxuriant gruwth.
Never Pali· to Restore Oray
Ilelr to tt· Youthful Color.
fV·»· rVp Α.»*α·> ■ A hair 1αϊ!.ιι£.
I )!.'*' at ]>ru|gi«ts

To whom It may concern :
The unilcrelnncl real'leot of Pari*. I"
notifies all pereon not to give cre<llt (·■ I.'.'
Lulle A. Benson, on hlsae.ount »r rrc llt
out a written or 1er el/neil by him, «» I" u
eabl wife are living apart from c*eli mi.er
South Parle, Oct. 1, l!M·
...

sigh.
Shaking his wise little head.
they called to the flock in the sky:
"Oh, noj
Such union would never do.

....

.· L

V

And

Wo must be fed on the greenest grass.
While your meadow grass Is blue.
And how would we look when trying to

(ooking-Ranges

fly

With hard little feet for wings?
Sheep of the earth and sheep of the sky
Were made for different things."
And the little white flock In the sky
looked down
On the little white flock below.
And they said to themselves, "How queer
when we
Resemble each other so!"
—

Youth's Companion.

Our New

Ran^e

a

Winner !

The new range that we introduced last year has wqn
all hearts. The old End Hearth is gone—there is more
the ashes fall into a Hod far below the
room on top
fire, making their removal easy and the grate to last
longer. The Ash Hod when emptied is returned full of
coal. Three sizes, "Palace," "Castle," "Fortress."
—

The Average.
"Γα. what's an average man Τ
"One who thinks Us employer's business would l>e run a good deal better

If be could have more to say in the
matter himself."

The owl may not be as wise as he

looks, bat he la wise enough not to
try to work both the night and day
ihlfta.—Atchlaon Qlobe.

'·'

■

""
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All the famous Crawford features are present : Single
Damper, Patented^ Grate, Cup-Joint Oven Flues, Asbestos
^Booklet free.
k/Jl/Λ Backed Oven, Improved Oven Indicator.
Mad· by Walker ft Pratt Mfg. Co., ii-35 Union St., Boiton

SOLD BY ALL LEADING

DEALERS
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